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LU students, gospel singers
march to help promote unity
By RANDY KING
Champion Reporter

PHOTO COURTISY O r MELANIX PEARL-NCLSON

HERE COMES THE PARADE — The Fourth annual March
for Unity attracted more than 100 Liberty students. The
march wound throughout campus last Saturday, Feb. 15.

More t h a n 1 0 0 Liberty s t u d e n t s particip a t e d In t h e Minority a n d I n t e r n a t i o n a l
S t u d e n t Office's fourth a n n u a l M a r c h for
Unity o n S a t u r d a y , Feb. 1 5 .
The m a r c h w a s started In 1994 In o r d e r t o
promote racial unity a m o n g the s t u d e n t s of
Liberty. "I h o p e this m a r c h will bring people
together," said LU Black History Committee
m e m b e r a n d MISO worker Stacey J a c k s o n .
T h i s c a m p u s n e e d s to b e more unified.
Events like t h i s will help achieve t h a t goal."
Several m a r c h e r s e x p l a i n e d w h y they
p a r t i c i p a t e d . "I J u s t w a n t e d t o come o u t

a n d s u p p o r t racial u n i t y , b e c a u s e I d o n ' t
think there should be a n y segregation
a m o n g C h r i s t i a n s , " said s o p h o m o r e Mark
Woof.
P a u l C a r r a s c o , a Liberty a l u m n i w h o h a d
r e t u r n e d to see h i s girlfriend for "Valentine's
Day, decided to Join t h e m a r c h . "It d o e s n ' t
m a t t e r w h a t kind of r a c e w e a r e , t h e r e
n e e d s t o b e unity," h e said.
Ryan Morrison, a College for a Weekender
from Wichita, Kan., w a s optimistic a b o u t
racial unity. "I believe t h a t everyone should
b e able t o live together peaceably," h e said.
"With God, I feel we c a n d o this."
The m a r c h w o u n d t h r o u g h o u t t h e entire
c a m p u s , ending a t David's Place, where

m a r c h e r s enjoyed a c o n c e r t b y t h e LU
Fellowship Choir a n d Peggy Britt a n d t h e
Philharmonics.
Also m a r c h i n g with t h e Liberty s t u d e n t s
were m e m b e r s of gospel choirs w h i c h w e r e
in t o w n for a c o n c e r t a t Highland H e i g h t s
Baptist C h u r c h later that day. Deborah
Walker, of t h e P h i l h a r m o n i c s , w a s very
p l e a s e d with w h a t s h e s a w a t t h e m a r c h ,
calling it "wonderful."
J a c k s o n said t h a t s h e , too, w a s h a p p y
with w h a t s h e saw. According t o J a c k s o n ,
t h e g r o u p w a s m u c h more racially mixed this
y e a r t h a n it w a s last year, even t h o u g h fewer
m a r c h e r s t u r n e d o u t . S h e felt t h a t t h e
m a r c h w a s a symbol of unity a t Liberty.

SGA suggests Strutting her stuff
new ID numbers
B y MATT SWINEHART
News Editor
A move t o p r o t e c t Liberty
s t u d e n t s from t h e d a n g e r s
a s s o c i a t e d w i t h social s e c u r i t y
n u m b e r theft w a s u n a n i m o u s ly a p p r o v e d b y t h e S t u d e n t
Senate Thursday, Feb. 13 a t
SGA's weekly m e e t i n g .
Concerns
o v e r ID t h e f t
include credit card validation,
v o t e r r e g i s t r a t i o n fraud, f r a u d u l e n t welfare a n d u n e m p l o y m e n t paychecks a n d school
record a d j u s t m e n t s
If a d m i n i s t r a t i o n approves, t h e
bill would require e a c h s t u d e n t
to b e i s s u e d a new identification
n u m b e r . T h e c h a n g e would b e
Implemented in the fall s e m e s t e r
w h e n t h e r e will be a n e w computer system.
T h e d a n g e r s of h a v i n g y o u r
social s e c u r i t y n u m b e r s t o l e n
are o b v i o u s . As d o r m 2 2 s e n a tor Dave C u m m i n g s e x p l a i n e d
In t h e m e e t i n g , i t Is n o t difficult
for o n e t o a s s u m e a false Identity.
With j u s t a few p h o n e calls, a
criminal c a n obtain someone's

social s e c u r i t y c a r d , b i r t h certificate a n d driver's license.
Laurie Battle, a u t h o r of t h e
S t u d e n t ID N u m b e r Resolution,
described a n Incident in which
one of h e r friends h a d h e r credit
card stolen t h r o u g h the mail a n d
t h e n charged t o the limit.
T h e bill p o i n t s o u t t h a t t h e
r e l e a s e of p e r s o n a l i n f o r m a t i o n , i n c l u d i n g social s e c u r i t y
n u m b e r s is restricted to u s e by
a p p r o p r i a t e s c h o o l officials b y
t h e f a m i l y Klghtss a n d Privacy
Act of 1 9 7 4 .
FERPA a l s o r e q u i r e s t h a t n o
government funds be made
available to a n y school or
Institution which releases personal records without written
consent.
Yet s t u d e n t social s e c u r i t y
n u m b e r s frequently show u p
on papers, grade sheets, resident
assistant
attendance
sheets
a n d class
rosters,
putting s t u d e n t s a t risk.
"If (the bill is) going t o h a p p e n ,
it's g o n n a h a p p e n now," with t h e
new computer system being
installed In t h e fall semester,
said Battle.
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MATERIAL GIRL — Junior Nikki Pons takes the arm of a lucky — and excited — young man while she sings Don
Juan during the Valentine's Day Coffee House in the Multi-Purpose Center last Friday.

195 show up for Weekend;
attendance expected to jump

Banquet
site now
in hotel

Liberty recruitment
becomes more
selective

By MATT SWINEHART
News Editor
Attempting to "break away
from t h e monotony," S t u d e n t
Life D e a n Mike S t e w a r t a n d t h e
SGA u p p e r class officers have
m a d e a r r a n g e m e n t s t o move t h e
1997 J u n i o r / s e n i o r
banquet
from the river b o a t of y e a r s p a s t
to the Hotel Roanoke.
The b a n q u e t will feature live
e n t e r t a i n m e n t a n d a n elegant
dinner.
T h e t h e m e of t h e e v e n t is
"Return to Elegance." Black ties
a r e preferred b u t n o t required
for participation.
"We don't w a n t to keep a n y o n e
from going (to t h e banquet),"
said S e n i o r C l a s s P r e s i d e n t
Matthew MacMlchael.
The night will be laced with
special a p p e a r a n c e s , including
visits from University President

T E D WOOLTORU/LJBCKTY CIIAMHON

ROCKING THE BOAT — Upper c l a s s officers a n d S t u d e n t Life
Dean Mike Stewart have m o v e d t h e b a n q u e t t o t h e Hotel Roanoke.
Dr. A. Pierre Gulllermin a n d
river b o a t b a n q u e t s .
C h a n c e l l o r Dr. J e r r y Falwell.
Plans
for a
late
night
Several special g u e s t s a r e being J u n i o r / s e n i o r activity immediconsidered.
ately following t h e b a n q u e t a r e
The e n t e r t a i n e r ' s n a m e h a s
being d i s c u s s e d .
not yet been released, b u t
Possible activities range from
MacMlchael p u t h i s p e r s o n a l
bringing large movie s c r e e n s to
g u a r a n t e e o n it, s t a t i n g t h a t
the b a n q u e t room to renting o u t
those w h o a t t e n d "will not feel
the Roanoke YMCA.
disappointed."
Cost for the b a n q u e t is a r o u n d
A crowd of a b o u t 1,000 s t u $ 2 5 , a n d seniors will have t h e
d e n t s is expected t o a t t e n d t h e
first c h a n c e to p u r c h a s e tickets
event. In year's past, a n average
for the April 19 event.
of a b o u t 5 0 0 to 6 0 0 s t u d e n t s
Tickets will go on sale a t a d a t e
have a t t e n d e d each of t h e two to b e a n n o u n c e d later.

Attendance was much better
t h a n a t l a s t F e b r u a r y ' s College
for a W e e k e n d , w h e n a n ice
storm s h u t t h e campus down
o n Friday.
Florida sent t h e largest
By TIMOTHY J. GIBBONS
a m o u n t of visitors t h i s weekEditor in Chief
end,
Spencer
said,
with
S o m e u n f a m i l i a r voices w e r e Virginia c o m i n g i n s e c o n d for
a d d e d t o t h e l a u g h t e r a t o n e of the first t i m e s ever. "We
F r i d a y ' s Coffee H o u s e a n d t h e s p e n t a l o t of t i m e (recruiting)
cheers a t Saturday's basketball
in Florida t h i s year," t h e vice
g a m e . S p r i n k l e d a m o n g t h e LU
p r e s i d e n t said.
students
attending
those
Liberty h a s b e e n r e c r u i t i n g
e v e n t s w a s a collection of h i g h
t h r o u g h t h e God S a v e A m e r i c a
s c h o o l J u n i o r s a n d s e n i o r s , visrallies a n d NewSong c o n c e r t s .
itors during this semester's The
school
is
sponsoring
first College for a W e e k e n d .
NewSong's tour, e n a b l i n g LU to
About 195 potential stuexclusively r e a c h high school
d e n t s s h o w e d u p for t h e
students who are attending t h e
r e c r u i t m e n t visit, a n u m b e r g r o u p ' s c o n c e r t s .
slightly d e p r e s s e d b y t h e icy
Maryland, Pennsylvania a n d
w e a t h e r t h a t s w e p t u p from
New York were t h e o t h e r s t a t e s
t h e s o u t h o n F r i d a y . Most of
in t h e t o p five in t e r m s of n u m t h e 7 5 t o 100 s t u d e n t s w h o did
b e r of Weekend visitors.
n o t a t t e n d t h i s w e e k e n d will
T h e n e x t CFAW, held April
c o m e t o t h e n e x t CFAW in
1 0 - 1 2 , is e x p e c t e d to b e o n e of
April, s a i d J a y S p e n c e r , vice
Liberty's l a r g e s t ever, a t t r a c t p r e s i d e n t for e n r o l l m e n t m a n ing 7 5 0 to 8 0 0 visitors,
agement.
S p e n c e r s a i d . T h i s J u m p in

Words of ml...
"I've been reminded
over and over that I
and all other guys
are sex maniacs
fighting daily battles
with hormones."
Torn talks about love
and lust on page 5.

Kris has problems
sleeping
Pg-
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Fri.

Sat.

Sun.

Partly sunny.
H i g h 66,
Low 58.

Mostly cloudy,
chance for
showers,
High 53,
Low 47.

S h o w e r s off
a n d on, mild,
H i g h 58,
Low 50.

Partly cloudy,
warmer,
H i g h 64,
L o w 57.

Partly sunny,
High 68,
Low 60.

Here & There

i n t e r e s t i s i n d i c a t i v e of t h e
school's increased appeal, with
a p p l i c a t i o n n u m b e r s going u p
a s well.
Close to 1,600 a p p l i c a t i o n s
a r e a l r e a d y o n file, S p e n c e r
s a i d . "Every y e a r w e g e t b e t t e r
and better applicants," he
added.
R e c e n t r e c r u i t m e n t efforts
h a v e focused o n a t t r a c t i n g s t u d e n t s w h o a r e going t o s t a y t o
graduate, a s t h e school aims a t
bettering its retention rate.
Liberty h a s g o t t e n m o r e s e l e c tive In its m a r k e t i n g , S p e n c e r
s a i d , moving a w a y from t h e
a p p r o a c h it formerly favored.
This increased Interest is
going t o r e q u i r e t h e s c h o o l t o
" m a k e s o m e real h a r d decisions" within the next m o n t h
or so, S p e n c e r said. I n o r d e r t o
accept t h e high school students
w h o have
applied,
Liberty will h a v e t o b u i l d m o r e
dormitory space, reevaluate
r e q u i r e m e n t s to live off c a m p u s o r develop a n o t h e r solution.

Scoreboard

Pg

Tim examines the
rpowers that aren't pg. *JJ
Tom questions cam- —
pus love doctors pg. t l

Pg

Get a kick out of
Rich's column pg.
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Convocation:
Wednesday, Dr. J o h n Hull
Friday, SGA Convocation
Monday, D e n n i s S c h w a n b e r g
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Students bleed for the Red Cross
By JASON ROSE
Champion Reporter'

Inclement weather: In case the stories of several mansions
of inclement weather, the fol- as told by four scholars on
lowing stations will announce Monday, Feb. 24, at Virginia
any delays or closing for House.
Liberty University: For radio:
WRVL 8 6 . 3 , WWMC C 9 1 , Wlntergreen Snow Skiing:
WVTF 8 9 public radio and Dates for skiing trips a t
Wlntergreen have been set for
SPIRIT FM 103.7.
For television:
WSLS TV, Feb. 11, 18, 2 5 and March 4.
Lift tickets cost $15 as does
WSETTV.WDBJtV.
$kl rental. Vans will leave
Big South Tournament: The David's Place a t 3:30 p.m. on
Big South Conference basket- the indicated dates. Those
ball tournament will be held in Interested must sign u p a t
the Vines Center. The men's least one week prior to the
tournament begins on Feb. 26, date requested with a $15
while the women's tournament non-refundable deposit.
begins on Feb. 27. Tickets are
available through the LU ticket Concert Information: Steven
office located in the Vines Curtis Chapman will be In conCenter. For a preview of the cert ott March 3, a t 7:30 p.m.
tournament read our special in the Salem Civic Center with
guests
Audio
Big south Tournament Tabloid. special
Adrenaline
and
Carolyn
Black History Month: History Arerids. Tickets are available
professor Stephen Putney will to LU students at the discountpresent a lecture on the history ed price of $l&50. For more
of African-Americans tonight In Information, call 582-INFO,
DeMoss Hall 114 at 7 pun.
Liberty Erupts: A special
Liberty
can tor entry: Cetebraung a concert featuring
decade of recognizing arid hon- artists from the new LU comoring Individuals who have pilation CD entitled LM&rty
implemented positive changes in Erupts will be held above
the field of Atftertcati education, spanky's a t 8 p. m.* Friday,
the McGraw-Hill Companies an- Feb. 2 1 . Live performattces
nounced the launching of the will be done by Dave Taylor,
nationally acclaimed Harold W. Big Slam, Nofse, Bootsy,
McGraw Jr. Prize in Educaaon; Brave Little Toaister, Cliff and
awards program for 1997. Spam, Ramie a n d John, Tim
Nomination forms. Including Gulsewhlte and Vroom. Free
procedures, requirements and compilation CDs will be availJudging, can be obtained by con- able. For more information,
tacting Elaine Doyle, at {212) call 846-4146,
512-5853.
David's Place movie: Michael
Lectnre Series: The Virginia Jordan can be seen in the
House and Virginia Common- movie Space Jam showing this
wealth University's Department Friday In David's Place at f, 9
of Art History present a lecture p.m. and 12 a.m. a n d on
series exploring Virginia hxah- Saturday at 2, 4, 6. 8 and 10
slons. The series will Include p.m.

The Red Cross Blood Mobile
visited Liberty University last
Wednesday and Thursday, Feb.
12 and 13. Though no exact
figures were available at press
time, approximately 150 pints
were donated.
The Red Cross goal for pints
of blood donated at each Blood
Mobile Is 100 pints per day.
The regional goal is 250 to 300
pints per day.
More than 80 Liberty stud e n t s showed up to donate
blood for seemingly one common reason.
Jill Sorenson said she gives
blood "because I like the fact
t h a t I am helping to save
other's lives." She added that
the extra credit for GNED didn't
hurt.
J u d i t h Thompson donated
blood for the fifth time last
Thursday. She said she donated blood so avidly because she
likes to. "I feel that 1 should
(donate) because It would help
other people. I can save lives."
Some s t u d e n t s helped the
Red Cross by donating their
time. Barbara White volunteered to help because she isn't
able to give blood. White knows
first hand the Importance of

T t D WoOUrOBD/CHAMPIOM f U r o R T T *

THIS IS FOR EXTRA CREDIT, RIGHT? — Senior Scott DiVincenzo relaxes while donating blood
during the Red Cross Blood Mobile held in the Vines Center Wednesday and Thursday last week.
giving blood because she has blood, which can be used to donations are vital. Blood Is
always in demand. An auto
had family and friends who save three to five lives.
accident victim can require 30
According
to
Ann
Wallace,
have needed blood.
Mike Kell also volunteered Liberty University Blood Mobile to 40 pints of blood. This Is why
his time b e c a u s e he was coordinator, a person can the Red Cross h a s Blood
and
unable to give blood and want- donate blood once every 56 Mobiles in Amherst
ed to do his part to help save days. The shelf life of a pint of Campbell counties three to five
blood is 42 days; however, times a week for a total of
lives.
"Is It Inconvenient to donate demand for blood is so great about 110 Blood Mobiles a
blood? Is it inconvenient to save that It rarely lasts that long year.
The next Blood Mobile to be
a life?" asked Peggy Hook, a Red without being used.
Because blood cannot be held at Liberty Is scheduled for
Cross volunteer. It takes only
one hour to give one pint of manufactured or produced, April 23.

Send postings a minimum cF two weeks prior to event to Matt Swioebart c/o
liberty'Champion.

HALL BATTERY S A L E S
3300 Mayflower Dr.
Lynchburg, Va. 847-0014

HALL'S AUTO +

REPAIRS

USED CARS - Bought, Sold, and Traded
Any type of repair. Tires, engines, etc.
All Work Guaranteed ! ! 1
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MINDBOGGLE!
GLE
Arcodas

PLAY any game
of your choice
FREE
with this coupon.

Assorted Varieties, Kroger

Assorted Varieties

Mindboggle
Video Arcade

Jumbo
Cinnamon Rolls

Kroger
Snack Crackers

River Ridge Mall

6-ct.

7.5-9-oz.

Buy One-Get Onel

($1.00 value,with coupon limit one per person per day)
Exp: 2-28-97 Sun. - Thurs. only

r
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Caplets, Gelcaps or

wMo*VI...

Advil
Tablets

Do you know someonjwho is
pregnant and c o n s i ^ n n ^
adoption?
J/

100-ct.

Give \^S^i0^m
opportunity^* lifeT^Plgislj
consider the tewing op|ioh|of
adoption with Sue
a
happily married courie offering
t6 share .their live^with a
precious baby*
**%

l&geak with soirjpone who
cares%an4swill help you.
Ask for Ruth (S04) 832-2049.

L

"Wheats

SQUARES

turn

1

(%.
wMosi

Buy One-Get One

i fir- -——^

J

Neutrogena
Acne Bar
3.5-oz
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Investment Clubs to compete
By JASON INGRAM
Champion Reporter

The LU Investment Club made the
most of an awkward situation during
its biweekly meeting on Tuesday, Feb.
8, using the absence of the evening's
keynote speaker to prepare for the
upcoming
Collegiate
Investment
Challenge.
Inclement weather prevented the
speaker, a representative from a local
finance company, from attending the
meeting. Club President Kevin Harvey
utilized the unexpected free time to
outline the club's strategy for
Challenge, which begins on Feb. 18
and runs through April 11.
Challenge is an Internet-based contest which "enables students to apply
the concepts and investment strategies
learned in the classroom in a practical
setting," said Harvey.
Schools entering the contest are
given a fictional $500,000 to invest in

equities traded on AMEX, NASDAQ and
the New York Stock Exchange.
Students then place stock orders
through an 800 number or by accessing the Collegiate Investment Challenge
Website (http: //inv-chal.yorku.ca/greenline-us). Every two weeks, participating
schools receive a statement that lists
transactions, holdings, national rank
and return on investment. Prizes such
as certificates of achievement and computer software will be awarded for individual and group achievements, and
the Institution with the greatest return
on its investment will be awarded a
plaque and a cash prize of $1,500.
Harvey was optimistic about the club's
chances against national competition.
"A couple of the guys I talked to have
invested in the stock market before, and
they really know what they are doing,"
Harvey said. "I am hoping that we can
compete well nationally, b u t with the
stock market, you never know."
Harvey also hopes that the contest

will catch the attention of other students who are interested in finance but
are not yet members of the club, which
is open to all students.
"The purpose of the Investment Club
Is to assist in the professional, educational and social development of college
students Interested in finance, banking
and
Investments," Harvey
said.
"Everyone will plan for retirement, buy
a house, save and invest money. That
is why we are open to all majors."
In keeping with that goal, Harvey is
seeking to reinstate the club's former
name, the Financial Management
Association, which lends Itself to a
broader spectrum of Interests.
"My goal is trying to turn the club
back over to the FMA, where we can
close the gap between the classroom
and the financial industry," Harvey
said. Broadening the scope of the club
would, a s Harvey said, "assist students
who want to go into finance or other
business areas."

MISO cleans up campus
By JAMI ERNSPERGER
Champion Reporter

Liberty students helped beautify the
campus by picking u p trash, washing
windows and otherwise cleaning u p
from 2 to 5 p.m. on Wednesday, Feb. 12,
during the campus clean-up sponsored
by the Minority and International
Student Office.
According to MISO worker Beatrice
Kinyanjui, a "good crowd" turned out for
the event. The purpose of the clean-up
was to provide a way for students to give
back to Liberty.
"You don't get credit, you don't get
paid," said Kinyanjui. "It is not a job; it

r
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is not required. The question is: Are we
ready to do something to volunteer our
services."
A well-rounded group of students
supported clean-up day, said MISO
Coordinator Melanie Pearl-Nelson. The
administration was also well represented, with several resident directors and
deans turning out.
Approximately 15-20 students from
student government Joined in to help
clean u p the campus, including Jeff
Coleman, a senator from dorm 5-2.
Coleman said that students
learn to appreciate the campus after they "break out
the yellow gloves."

He encouraged students to pick up
any trash that they see. Coleman is considering starting a weekly campus
clean-up.
"You could tell a difference when we
were finished," said dorm six senator
Carlos Uribe. "We wouldn't need campus clean-up if people would pick up
their things and respect our property.
We wouldn't treat our home in this manner; this campus is our home. We pay to
live here and we need to respect the
property."

SUONA BtMunr/Lmumr CIUMPION

SKIT TIME — Students perform a skit at the Presbytarian Children's Home.

Sibling dorms minister
the evening. "It was an opportunily for us
to share the gospel," said sophomore Billy
Andrews.
This was the second time 28-3 visited the
home. These students also held a fall festival for the residents last November.
The home is looking for volunteers from
Liberty University to read stories, tutor the
children in math, science and English and
to Just spend time with the children.
Ministering at the Presbyterian Children's
Home can count for Christian service.
Those interested in helping out can contact
Bobbie Barile at the Presbyterian Children's
Home.

By CREIG RAIKES
Champion Reporter

Brother-sister dorms 12 and 28-3 have
taken an active role in youth ministry
through efforts to evangelize inhabitants of
the Presbyterian Children's Home. The
Home, which houses between 50 and 60
children at a time, is for those who have
been abandoned or whose parents are
unable to support them.
Students from the sibling dorms ministered during the home's chapel service last
Tuesday night, Feb. 11. The dorm students shared Christ's love through music,
skits and testimonies and
stayed afterwards to chat
with the children.
Those who
m
participated
in the outreach enjoyed
118CROW€U.lAN€

Be fl Star This Summerl
3 MONTHS OF UNUMIT6D
TANNING OR FITN6SS
O I M L V . . . *-7<? °!&
CALL 239-1111
(86HIND DON-S ST€R€0)
NOT VFRJD WTTH AW OTH€fi

COUPONS oflspeams

Discount Auto Service
All T y p e s Of Meckanical Repairs

Dr. Bert Peterson, Optometris
239-6000
For Your Eyes Only
eye exams & contact lens fitting
with: Irving Edelsberg, O.D.
and Optical World

339-7364
Student Discount

(Next to J.C. Penney in River Ridge Mall)
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Love visits LU

Gospel
legend
teaches
students

By JENNIFER PILLATH
Champion Reporter

Costumes have been picked out,
and the stage is receiving a makeover. All the final touches are being
made as practice Is in the final
stages for Liberty's production of
the play, She Loves Me.
The romantic comedy will open
on March 1 and continue through
the weekend of March 8.
Performances will be In the Lloyd
Auditorium on Thursday, Friday
and Saturday nights.
She Loves Me is a romantic
comedy set in Europe during the
1930s. It follows the lives of two
pen pals who unknowingly start
working at the same business
and fall in love with one another.
English professor Linda Nell
Cooper directs the play, a musical which has been performed on
Broadway.
Preparation for the play has
been in progress since early in
the semester. Tryouts were held
and casting decisions were made

By JENNIFER PILLATH
Champion Reporter

She sat at the piano with her eyes shut In
concentration. Music flowed from her fingers,
and she swayed slowly with the rhythm. "Now
that's nice," she sighed as she finished the
piece.
Peggy Britt, an accomplished gospel musician, made her appearance on Liberty's campus
Friday night She took the time to share her
musical talents and love of gospel music with
the students of Liberty University at a workshop
sponsored by the Minority and International
Student Office.
The workshop gave the Liberty Gospel
Fellowship Choir the opportunity to learn more
about gospel music. "I'm here to teach you
some songs, work with you and encourage
you," Britt said. Britt's appearance was only
part of the events scheduled for Black History
month.
The goal of the workshop was to teach students more about music. "I don't have a preplanned agenda. I teach them why we do what
we do and how we do what we do," Britt said.
Though Britt had only been at Liberty once
before, to sing in convocation, many of the stu-

TtD WooiTORD/LJBtfrTY CHAMPION

SING IT — Gospel recording artist Peggy Britt (front) helped the Fellowship Gospel
Choir sound great at Gospel Explosion '97 at Highland Heights Baptist Church.
dents knew of her from her work in churches
and in choirs. "She Is an excellent teacher, an
excellent vocalist and an excellent pianist. You
don't have many opportunities to get even the
drippings of what God has given to Britt," said
LU student Stephan Bailey.
Some of the music which Britt has written
was recorded with the
James Cleveland Music
Workshop of America —
an honor for gospel
musicians.
However, Britt gives
God all of the glory for
her talent "Music ministry is a sacred thing

where God can use us," Britt said. "It Is another vehicle for the truth of the Bible to ride on."
Britt's other appearances in the Lynchburg
area included a concert at Highland Heights
Baptist Church on Saturday, Feb. 15 in which
she was accompanied by Liberty's Gospel
Fellowship Choir.
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within the first week of school.
Cast members have been busy
with practice since then.
Besides memorizing their lines,
cast members have also been
busy learning dance routines for
the program. The hardest aspect
of the play for some of the cast has
been learning to tap dance. Extra
practices and long hours have
gone into perfecting the steps for
the play.
The cast has been practicing for
three to four hours every Thursday
through Sunday in order to be
ready for opening night
This play also gives cast members the opportunity to earn three
credits for their work. The credits
are part of directed research in
drama class. The play acts as an
internship for the students receiving credits.
Tickets will go on sale Friday,
Feb. 22. They will be available
for $5.50 each at the ticket
office, located outside the Lloyd
Auditorium in the Fine Arts
building.

10:00am - 6:00pm
9:30am - 5:30pm
K:OOiini - 1:00pm
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Center for Youth Ministry
presents

9th Annual Youth Emphasis Week
February 24th-28th
Gary Hunt

Rick Coutryman
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Randy Smith
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OPINION
What's the
point of the
LU SGA?
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Where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is Liberty" 2 Corinthians 3:17.

Just when you thought
we liked hate mail..,
If you look at the next page, you'll note quite a number of letters to the
editor.
While this Is a good and healthy thing to see in a college newspaper, some
of the comments we've heard in the past and just recently have given us
the impression that some clarifications could to be made to the many people who have Or desire to write to this paper.
The Liberty Forum Is a section on the Commentary page created for the
express purpose of publishing comments from the student body. As long
as you follow the guidelines printed each week ih the box below this gray
editorial section and provided your letter is considered to present any
kind of a meaningful, productive point, we will publish your letter in this
section.
Your letters don't have to be about anything any of the columnists or
writers have written about The goal of the Champton writers i s not to
inflame the student body so we can get letters to the editor. Anyone who
writes to the Champtort should feel free to write "Not to be printed* on the
letter if their letter is for the eyes of the staff only. However, we highly
| encourage students to make their opinions known in the same way that
those of our writers do.
To this end, you, the students and faculty, can write about any subject
you feel is or should be important to this university. Think of tt as your
chance to be an editorialist for a day! We are a student newspaper in many
different senses, run by students for student consumption. We look forward
to and encourage any interaction possible with our student body. If you
don't talk back, how can we improve or adapt to your needs or interests?
We appreciate the number of letters arriving In the Forum box outside
our DeMoss 113 office door. They represent a good cross-section of the student body and student opinion, a positive sign as well; We will endeavor to
print them all, and we hope you, the students, will respond by continuing
yoW comments and critique.
Thanks again!

Wednesday, Thursday,
Saturday, Saturday'...
You know the drill.
Friday night*, movies, maybe some late-night hockey in Roanoke.
Saturday morning; (what's that?}; Saturday evening; search for something
to do In Lynchburg, have a nice time exploring western Virginia. Sunday
(minus church, of course}; homework.
A weekend amounts to a few scattered hours on one or two nights. By
the time you've relaxed enough to think straight and slept the edge of your
exhaustion off, it's time to start on your algebra homework or next paper.
What kind of a break is this? It's no wonder students burn out and go nuts
the week before breaks (which often happen to be exam week).
The Champion staff has a Suggestion.
The student body has certainly gotten a feel for long classes this semester, with some classes 10 or 15 minutes longer than they have ever been.
This is a particularly bitter pill on Tuesday-Thursdays r wherethe classes
were already an hour and a quarter long. But for the most part, reactions
have gone from horror to gradual acceptance. Obviously, we can all adapt.
So can you, the student, adapt to having ail hour and a quarter classes?
Think of the benefits. If Monday-Wednesday classes were as long as
Tuesday-Thursday classes, you wouldn't need to have classes oft Fridays.
Viola, a three-day weekend.
People would be able to go home more. Breaks would be longer, with
more driving time. Students would have an extra day to relax and wind
down, raising performance levels and decreasing burnout before breaks
and the end of the semester. Exam weeks would be more orderly and controlled as students would be able to concentrate better.
The change would be relatively simple to implement, good for the students and better for the school's academic record. What are we waiting
for?

Quotes of the week,..
"There is no limit to what a man can do or where h e can go If he doesn't
mind who gets the credit."
— Ronald Reagan
"Looking unto Jesus the author and finisher of our faith Of our faith; who
for the Joy that was set before him endured the cross, despising the
shame, and is set down at the right hand of the throne of the God."
~~ Hebrews 12:2
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The Liberty Champion encourages
members of the community to submit letters to the editor on any subject
Letters should not exceed 400 words
and must be typed and signed. Letters
appearing In the Liberty Forum do not
necessarily represent the views of the
Champion's editorial board or Liberty
University.
Also, all articles, except editorials,
bear the endorsement of the author,
solely.
All material submitted becomes the
property of the Liberty Champion. The
Champion reserves the right to accept,
reject, or edit any letter received, according to The Champion stylebook, taste
and the Liberty University mission statement The deadline for letters is 6 p.m.
Wednesday.
Please address letters to "Editor,
Champion" and drop them off In DH
113 or mall to: Liberty Champion,
Liberty University, 1971 University
Blvd., Lynchburg, VA 24506-8001.

It is about time to get
over the pink disease
I spent Valentine's Day behind my seeking some emotional attachment to
computer.
replace my family? Aaargh! I'm a writer,
Why am I telling you this? Because Jim, not a psychoanalyst! A lot of LU
this year I feel bad about admitting It. guys never get past this stage. Are they
And that bothers me almost as much as considered morally responsible? No,
having to work on the Opinion section Just wimps or snobs, usually.
on Valentine's weekend.
Others of us make it to the second
You see, IVe been on this campus for dilemma: How do you date "casually"?
three years, never feeling It necessary to Sure, we all have friends of the opposite
date very seriously and, frankly, ready sex, and there Isn't anything wrong with
whenever asked with a reason why oth- that. But sometimes I see guys In my
ers shouldn't as well.
dorm who discover their best friends —
IVe been peeved at all the professors, the ones they like to hang around with
the most — are girls. And if
pastors and daters who stir up
the frenzy on this campus with
they get along so well with
statements like, T h i s may be
someone, why shouldn't they
the only place where you can
consider what it would be like
find a Christtan mate," "If you
to be married to her? This
can't get a girl here, you won't
attitude is exacerbated by the
be able to anywhere," etc.,
constant pressure here at LU
etc., ad nauseum. They don't
to find your spouse, Jlnd your
stop there.
spouse, FIND YOUR SPOUSE!
For three years, IVe been
Almost without fail I see the
drilled that LU men don't ask TOM
tension build and often,
girls o u t enough. IVe been
friendships get ruined.
reminded over and over that I INKEL
And what do I have to look
and all other guys are sex ^ ^ ^ ^ ™
*^ forward to? I may Indeed develmaniacs fighting dally battles with hor- op a serious relationship" with someone,
mones. I'm told young people all need to but are she and I mature enough yet to be
practice "extended relationships" If doing It for the right reasons? I know most
they're going to learn who their mates of those in the relationships around me
will be and how to live with them. aren't, even the "spiritual leaders." Loss of
Apparently, In order to be fulfilling our physical control, emotional understanding
Christian duty (I.e., "possess one wife"), and romantic Interest are pracUcally
we need to be getting all pink, warm and inevitable for many of the guys I talk to in
fuzzy with each other on a regular my dorm as an SLD. "Oh," someone says
basis.
now, "that's the whole point These guys
This year, a s I sat In front of my mon- are learning maturity for marriage."
itor on Valentine's Day, bored and frusI don't think so. I think what they are
trated, It really sank In that all these learning Is that hey, you win some, you
opinions about dating and relationships lose some. And that's what a lot of people
were starting to eat at me.
are doing and will do In their marriages,
I live In an environment where I'm too. Like I want to learn t h a t If this Is the
told I have to be completely the aggres- only way to go, you can have It
sor In Initialing contact; I have to someSo, everybody got It? No more comhow balance not checking out the girls ments about not having a girlfriend
with noticing and calling up the ones around all the time. You don't need to
who interest me (purely in a platonic persuade me to want someone special.
sense, of course). This after being told In And having to think about lust, lonelione class that I, as a male, have an ness and marriage every time I hear a
inherent lust problem I mustn't act on speaker or walk into a dater's room Is
and in another class that I, as a young not much of a favor either. It's time that
adult, am going to be desperate for inti- we all — from teachers to freshman —
mate relationships to replace the ones get over the pink disease and concenI'm growing away from at home.
trate more on friendships and less on
So am I Interested in a particular girl "relationships" and dating in our underbecause of my hormones? Am I only graduate years. Get lost, Dr. Ruths!

Speak
"I wanted to shower
my date with love
and make our first
Valentine's one he
wouldn't forget."
— Stacy Jackson, Sr.
Baltimore, Md.

"I planned to have
dinner with a
beautiful young lady."
— Bob Seavers, Soph.
Columbus, Ga.

Maybe I'm Just missing something, but
I really don't see the point in having a
Student Government Association here at
Liberty.
Now, before you polt-scl types fly off
the handle and I start getting harassing
calls at all hours of the night, let me
begin with some cautionary notes. First,
I'm not talking about particular people or
personalities. The current officers are all
well-meaning, dedicated folk; I wish no 111
to any of them.
Secondly, I'm
not upset about
anything In particular that SGA has
done, said or
passed — or, for
that matter, not
done, said or
passed. The students who represent u s have done TIMOTHY J.
a good job working
within the scope of GIBBONS
their power to ^^^^a^a^a^a^a^a™
accomplish what they can.
I am simply wondering if, from an
Institutional viewpoint, we really need to
have a Student Government AssociaUon.
Does It indeed serve a purpose or is it
simply a way to give government majors
something to put on their resume?
What, after all, is the purpose of
Student Government? I'm not being cynical when I say that the SGA was not
formed to put massive power Into the
hands of the student body. It Is openly
and correctly acknowledged by all parties
that Liberty's Student Government
serves simply to fulfill an advisory role.
The problem Is, the administration is
under no compulsion to accept the
advice given by these officers, making It
more a debating society than a governmental body.
A few weeks ago I wrote a column suggesting that Fridays be declared casual
dress day. While there seemed to be no
great outpouring of support or opposition (that Letter to the Editor box outside
DH 113 Is for your letters, by the by), the
column did lead to an Interesting meeting with an LU senator.
The senator. It seems, came up with
the same Idea that I had — and developed It sooner than I did, I must point
o u t However, In all reality. It didn't matter If the senator — an official, elected
representative of the student body —
came up with the Idea or I came up with
the Idea. The administration is Just as
free to accept or reject the proposal.
It would be like giving Newt Gingrich
and Cal Thomas the same amount of
power in formulating national policy.
What's the point In a set up where 80
people sit In a room, debate a bill and
present it to the administration simply to
be told, "Oh, never mind"?
It's not as If abolishing the SGA would
traumatize the student body. Most of the
executive officers who have served during the last two years ran for their positions uncontested. This year. Student
Government took the right to elect class
officers away from the body politic
because of a realization that nobody
cares. And I didn't notice anybody making a big deal over senate elections last
semester, as even those running for the
positions realized the Inanity of It all.
So do I want the Student Government
AssociaUon to be abolished? Absolutely
not — or not, that is, If It serves a justifiable purpose. It Is, however, a waste of
time and money — and to some extent a
betrayal, of trust — to have an SGA that
does nothing.
Either give those Involved in SGA more
power or give them a handshake of
farewell.

"What did you plan
for Valentine's Day?"
"1 went to Coffee
House to see my
boyfriend
perform."
— Carrie Crisp, Fr.
S t Petersburg, Fla.

"1 was hoping to
have an Intimate
dinner with Jerry
and his wife."
— Wendy Warren, Sr.
Orlando, Fla.

"I wanted to take my
date to Peaks of Otter
Lodge and give her a
basket with a bear and
candy and some roses."
— Jonathan Pitts, Soph.
Onatchee, Ala.

"1 wanted to spend a
wonderful evening,
full of surprises, with
my special valentine."
— Chert Walters. Jr.
Hardy, Va.
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Beware of "X"
The profile is a familiar one: A generation which refuses to believe In anyone or
anything claims to be In tireless pursuit
The more things change, the more they of meaning and truth.
It is easy to get swept away by the phistay the same. This adage probably originated somewhere around the time of losophy of our generation. But some of
Adam and Eve, but has been true ever Its ideas must be categorically rejected.
How should the believers — those who
since.
Every generation seems bent on set- confess Christ as Savior — of Generation
ting Itself apart from the one before i t X respond to the godless tendencies of
And every preceding generation, when our unsaved peers?
Individuality can be a good thing, but
observing this pattern In its children,
Identifies it almost immediately as rebel- selfishness will never be.
Resistance against what is wrong is a
lion.
Perhaps it is, to an extent, rebellion; good thing, but rebellion never will be.
Empathy is a good thing, but comprobut one must also consider the need for
each generation to obtain for Itself an mise can be dangerous.
We are the missing piece to the puzzle
Individuality — an identity, perhaps.
Our generation of young adults has of this generation — a generation labeled
been labeled Generation X. It is a group X simply for lack of any real, socially and
that craves truth, we are told, and yet we historically productive characteristics.
see confusion all around as a result of As representatives of Christ in this cruthe flooding of young minds with the var- cial time, it is even more Important to
ious alternative "truths" which are being live blameless lives. That is not to say
that we will live without sin. That Is simoffered.
We are a generation that accepts diver- ply Impossible to achieve.
Rather, It is Important to remember to
sity. Terms such as "global village" and
"one world order" are commonplace. abide by a simple policy when presenting
Racial tolerance is becoming more and ourselves to a suspicious world that will
pick apart every move we make.
more prevalent.
In the essentials, this means unity. The
The Information age has brought the
world together and made it a much standard must remain constant when
smaller place In which to live. The regarding the cardinal doctrines of the
Internet allows for real-time conversa- faith. That standard Is, of course, the
Bible. It Is Important to remember that
tions with someone 5,000 miles away.
This generation has seen the reunifica- our Ignorance does not affect God's realtion of Germany, the end of the Cold War, ity. His truth Is constant, and we must
the implementation of NAFTA and the endeavor to learn and apply truths found
in his Word.
discovery of organic material on Mars.
In all things, we must love. This is, of
This generation Is characterized by
individuality, alternative music, skepti- course, the key to reaching a world in the
clutches of Satan. He can offer them
cism, entertainment and education.
This generation has elected a material tilings, status and pleasure for
Republican Congress for two consecutive a time. But God offers everlasting love
terms, while at the same time re-electing and an eternal life in Heaven.
This hope is what we have to offer the
a Democratic President — a glaring
example of the moderation and balance world. Let our lives reflect the fact that
this hope is real to us.
sought by so many.

By JEREMY PIONTEK
Champion Editorialist

Aborted
1997

Born 1997
test tube 3362

Born 1997
to Mr. and Mrs. Smith

Born to
Mr. and Mrs. Jones
in 1997

What is this next generation going to look like
with a start like this?

£»

Here comes Generation Y
By TONY WTTTRIEN
Champion Editorialist
A recent Wall Street Journal article reported a new generation
of Americans on the rise that could make the biggest Impact on
our society since the famed "Baby Boom" generation of our
parents. They call It "Generation Y." One can only speculate
that they named this generation — now aged zero to 10 — that
way to confuse u s all, or perhaps because they simply don't
know what to name it. The report attempted to predict the
Impact this generation will have on America in the next century.
It is estimated that there will be more than 30 million
Americans In their teenage years by the year 2006, the highest
number since 1975. Considering this will comprise more than
10 percent of the American population, this certainly Is a phenomenon deserving a closer look. There are some burning
problems which must be solved If we are to help these children
be assimilated Into American society and culture.
As we all know, teenagers are wildly unpredictable at best It
seems that, a s each generation that comes along, the new generation blames the old for all the world's problems and the
older generation believes the new generation is undoubtedly
going to ruin everything that they've worked so hard to accomplish. Of course, this pattern of conflict has endured since the
times of Adam and Eve, but no matter how often we claim

innocence In these matters, we often find ourselves guilty of the
same things we accuse the next generation of. It's only a matter of time before we as college students will find ourselves as
parents, and our future kids will question our ways and threaten to undermine them.
As with any growing segment of our population, certain
accommodations must be made for this Influx of teenagers to
fit into conventional society. Schools must be expanded or new
ones must be built Employers must be willing to expand their
human resources budgets and hire more people. Our economic Infrastructure must find a way to expand and accommodate
this rise In the population. But more importantly, our churches must concentrate more on helping these teens cope with the
harsh realities that will face them In the corning years.
It may be hard to believe, but times for thefn will be even
tougher than what those with which we had to deal. Face it; we
now live In a world where bachelors degrees are the bare minimum to getting us a ticket to a good paying job. Think about
how it will be 20 years from now. Frightening thought indeed.
But with all the accommodations we have to make for them,
what can we expect to see from this "Generation Y"? Will they
seek to undermine their parents' values, as our parents' generation did? Will they repeat history, or will they take on a different path? Next week, we will examine what we can expect
from these kids and what kind of an Impact they will have
upon our society and the world at large.

Liberty Forum
way, shape or form. He allowed the love accurate measure of Individual matters.
I pray to God no unsaved person will
of God and the power of the Holy Spirit
to change the lives of men. Could you read the companion piece to Plontek's
imagine what shape we would be in If He editorial, the one by Suzle Fulks. There
decided to follow the Pharisees or are few ways to turn away an unbelievDear Editor.
Sadducees because It "looked good to er than to attack his appearance.
Thank you for the good work that the
And it didn't help that the Biblical refthose around Him?"
Liberty Champion does. The paper plays
This deeply scares me. We have erences were barely connected to the
an important part here on campus.
become so callused to the Holy Spirit topic and two were taken out of context
I am writing In response to an article
I have written what I have written
and pure conviction. Liberty will not
that was included to the newspaper
experience revival with attitudes like because I am tired of people placing
entitled "... Or on their testimony?",
this. The comments I've heard about their personal measurements of God on
which was written by Suzle Fulks.
Fulk's article are vicious. The dress and the lives of others. Each one of us is
In agreement with Ms. Fulks, "Liberty
the attitude is not showing the world accountable to Jesus Christ. We need to
University Is a great school where stuthat we are "different." Rather, it Is mak- assess ourselves by his standard for us
dents can come and acquire a Christian
ing the students of this university look ourselves, no one else.
education ..." What I do not agree with,
very bad — Just like everybody else.
though, is the part where she slashes
Taryn L. Blake
Another spiritual emphasis week will
the "counter-culture" lifestyles that
not solve the problem. The rebellion will
Liberty University "seems" to contain.
become worse unless we seek God for
What does this term mean? Does
forgiveness.
Liberty University not accept the cultures that students from different backJennifer Duyon
grounds portray? And who really sets
Dear Editor:
the standard for what Is counter- (or
I Just finished reading "... Or on their
"unacceptable")
culture?
I
know
the
er, can be deceiving.
By CHIOFA SCHICK
testimony?"
by Suzle Fulks, and I feel
Liberty
Way
does
not
specify
that
There are countless examples of
Champion Editorialist
compelled
to
respond. I understand you
"mohawks,
black
polish
on
the
nails,
those who proclaim "Jesus Is awefeel
that
certain
students aren't dressing
combat
boots,
T-shirts
(that
are
clean)
some!" b u t their closets, bookcases and
"Jesus Is What?"
in according to the Liberty Way; which, I
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A Night of Romance
Valentine's
Coffee House
was an event
to remember
for sweethearts
Champion Reporter

A n n s * EBXY/LHITTT OUMFIOH

Where's my Valentine? Dave Taylor (below) came to perJackson five from last year's Coffee House performance form right after he got out of jail to find the girl who,
came back to entertain the crowds once more (above). according to Steve Kyle, placed a restraining order on him.

THEY JUST WANT SOME RESPECT — Four of the five

had six pairs of tickets for the upcoming
Newsboys concert, which will also feature Plankeye and Third Day.
Four members of last year's well-loved
Jackson Five returned to the stage with
a choreographed lipsync of Aretha
Frank-lin's Respect. The other dance/lipsync act, 6+(-l) + a Moose, was very popular as well. The crowd loved this crossdressed group singing You Don't Own Me.
Heather Shaw and her fiance J a s o n
Logan both thought that this was the
funniest act. "The guys dressed up like
girls, 6+(-l), they were hilarious," said
Jason.
Another veteran of Coffee House, Dave
Taylor, was back to reveal the crazier
side of Valentine's Day. Kyle introduced
Taylor with the announcement that a
restraining order had been placed on
him, and that Taylor was just returning
from a stint in Jail.
Taylor dedicated his performance, a
song titled Please, be my Valentine, to his
girlfriend and asked her to stand. When
no one stood, the rumored restraining
order seemed justified. The crowd loved
Taylor's performance and seemed sympathetic to his plight.
The only skit of the night was an interpretation of Prince Valentine's epic quest

to rescue the apple of his eye, Pat,
from the clutches of the nefarious
Rat. The frenzied antics of the
Prince and the Rat, along with the
uproarious response of the audience, kept the tone of the show light
and humorous.
Two consecutive live performances, an excellent rendition of
Eric Clapton's Wonderful Tonight
sung by Jeremy Pickwell and a
beautiful performance of Celine
Dion's Power of Love by Neva Stills,
fulfilled the audiences need for serious love songs. Both acts shared the
same talented instrumentalists and
drew much applause from the
crowd.
Latissha Acey, with her Whitney
Houston-like voice, came to the
stage to sing Because You Loved Me
from the movie Up Close and
Personal.
The grand finale of the Coffee
House was a two-song medley.
Think of Me by Christina Muller and
Music of the Night by Garret
Graham. These beautiful songs from
"Phantom of the Opera" brought the
Valentine's Day Coffee House to a
close on a deeply emotional note.

A.10UW K H X T / L B E R T T CUMnoit

How do you truly love s o m e o n e ?

LOVE POTION #13 (NKJV)
Though I speak with the tongues of men and of angels,
but have not love, I have become as sounding brass or a
clanging cymbal.

And though I have the gift of prophecy, and understand all mysteries and all knowledge, and though I
have all faith, so that I could move mountains, but have
not love, I am nothing.
And though I bestow all my goods to feed the poor, and
though I give my body to be burned, but have not love,
it profits me nothing.

in part will be done away.

When I was a child, I spoke as a child, I understood as
a child, I thought as a child; b u t when I became a man,
I put away childish things.
For now we see in a mirror, dimly, but then face to
face. Now I know in part, but then I shall know Just as I
also am knw n.
And now al Ide faith, hope, love,
these three; >ut the greatest of
these is love.

I'm sure most of you are aware
that last week was Valentine's
week. The word "love" seems to
float around the halls of this
school much more frequently this
time of year, But what Is love really?
BRIAN
does not rejoice in iniquity, b u t rejoices in the truth;
bears all things, believes all things, hopes all things,
Love is a very Important part of J A C O B S
endures all things.
our lives as Christian men and ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
women. The Bible is filled with H ^ M I ^ M B ^ M i
Love never falls. But whether there are prophecies, passages on the topic of love. In fact, I Corinthians 13
they will fail; whether there are tongues, they will cease; — the passage that you Just read — lays out the perfect
whether there is knowledge, it will vanish away.
definition of what love means to the Christian. The "love
chapter" provides a biblical example of the love I would
For we know in part and we prophesy in part. But like to show in my friendships as well as in my relawhen that which is perfect has come, then that which is tionships.

Love suffers long and Is kind; love does not envy; love
does not parade Itself, is not puffed up;
does not behave rudely, does not seek its own, is not
provoked, thinks no evil;
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By RANDY KING
The Valentine's Day Coffee House was
a vivid display of some of the many different ways to say, "I love you." Some
favorites, both old and new, serenaded
two packed houses on Friday.
The musical styles varied greatly, from
an acoustic guitar rendition of Frank
Sinatra's Imagination by Mlcah Forsberg
to Killed by Confetti's punk-rock song
Loner.
Though It was Valentine's Day, the
show was not of the "mushy" genre normally associated with this occasion. The
audience didn't seem to mind either. It
loudly applauded the acts It appreciated
and noisily showed Its disapproval for
some of Master of Ceremonies Steve
Kyle's humor.
Kyle's wit was at Its sharpest Friday,
though, with nothing too sacred for his
jokes. Kyle kept the audience laughing
with cracks on Jerry Falwell, Liberty
Emergency Services, Marriott and
Dwayne Carson. "We could have six feet
of snow on the ground or World War HI
going on and, as long as Dr. Falwell's
Suburban can make It, I gotta be In history class," said Kyle, referring to LU
being open on Friday.
Kenosls, the opening act, set the tone
for a rowdy show with Its talented performance of The Wonders' That thing you
do. Sophomore Jennifer Shealy thought
that this was the best act of the night,
although her opinion was probably
biased since her fiance was a member of
the group.
Kyle continued the Coffee House tradition of "Free Stuff." Many of the gifts
were classic Valentine's stock: teddy
bears, flowers and giant Hershey's kisses. The audience was pleasantly surprised when Kyle announced that he also
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The part I really want to focus on in this article is the
last verse of that chapter. "These three remain, faith and
love, but the greatest of these is love."
What does that mean? Here are three good things, but
one of these is far greater than the other two.
Faith. You can have faith in someone, give them the
benefit of the doubt, maybe even trust them, but what
does it mean If you can't love them according to all that
is mentioned in this chapter?
It's kind of like the falth-without-deeds idea. You can
think whatever you like of someone, but until you show
your love toward that person through your words and
actions it is rather meaningless.
Hope. It's a great thing to have, but whenever I think
of hope without of love I think of the words "If a brother
or sister Is naked and destitute of daily food, and one of
you says to them,
'Depart in peace, be warmed and filled,' but you do not
give them the things which are needed for the body,
what does It profit?" (James 2:15-16).
Now I know most of you think this love thing Is a piece
of cake. I would venture to say that most of you have
that special someone to show your love to.
No problem. But I challenge us all to try and love
someone that may not seem as deserving. I'm sure the
man who looks the most unloveable needs it the most.
Remember what Jesus Christ said: "Assuredly I say to
you inasmuch as you did it to one of the least of these
my brethren, you did it to me" (Matt. 25:40).
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feel genuinely sorry for all
of the people who have had
to experience my sleeping
habits during the course of my
life.
When 1 was a kid, I used to
grind my teeth. Behind the
Sound of fingernails scraping
down a chalkboard, hearing
teeth grind has got to be the
most annoying, hideous sound
known toman.
Another habit 1 had as a kid
was kicking. (And I heard
about it whenever I did it)
When our lamfly stayed in
hotels, there would always be
disputes about who would
have to sleep with me. (it's
amazing I didn't get a complex
over it).
Some habits that people
used to take advantage of were
that I talked in my sleep, and I
walked In my sleep. 1 don't do
die latter anymore, which isai
good thing as I now sleep on
the top bunk.
As a kid at camp, I remember many a time when my fellow campers told me ] provided
comic relief around midnight
One night, I sat up In bed,
turned the light On, mumbled,
walked over to the main light
switch, flipped it off and on
several times and then turned
my own light off and went back
to bed. The scary thing about
walking around and doing
things in your sleep is not
remembering any of it the next
morning. .1 could have kflted
someone in my sleep for all l
knew.
As an adult I haven't outgrown the habit of talking in
my sleep.
My roommate of two years
ago used to have conversations
with me in my sleep. Her desk
and word processor were at
the foot of our bunk and she
frequently typed papers late at
night
According to her, I used to
crawl down to the end of my
bed, look down at her and start
talking with my eyes wide
open. (I guess that and the
light story qualify me to play
the freak in some horror
movie.) It's a good thing she
was a nice person 'cause she
could have really blackmailed
mel I tell all m my sleep.
It turned out to be beneficial
for her at times, though, as ftn.
an English major. She used to
have me spell check her
papers in my sleep, "Rjris, how
do you spell ... T This was
Where my dedication to my
major became evident I could
even speUL in my sleep. Una ...
that was a Joke (the part about
being dedicated to my major,
that Is).
Another habit 1 have is the
tendency to sprawl out and lay
width-wise across the bed.
When l was a kid, 1 was
described as a "bed hog" at
slumber parties.
Tfs nice to know that other
people are inflicted with this
gift as well My best friend is
just like me, but to an extreme
degree. She dreams strange
things and reacts loudly in her
sleep.
When we were roommates, it
never failed. Two minutes after
the lights were out she would
let out tills long, slow gasp
The first time it happened, we
all immediately cried, "What's
wrong?" to which she replied
grogguy, ''Ohruagoodness, a
snake was chasing me!" Then
she would take a few deep
breaths and say to herself,
"You're all rightAfter this, we started watting
for her to foil asleep just so we
could get a good laugh. (She's
getting married in June, and
ill be sure to share this secret
with her husband so he can
keep the tradition going.)
Of course, if I ever get married, site can do the same to
me. But IVe got a head start on
her because I've Just pubftcry
disgraced myself.
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Champion Staffs
Top 10 Poets

laU Poeti*y 6omep

i John Donne
2. Robert fpost

Professors and
students alike
write, read and
love poetry

5. EdgapftllanPoe

By RANDY KING

6. laor»d Bypon

4. William Butlep Veats
*. Per»cy Bysshe Shelley

Champion Reporter

Emily Dickinson said poetry should make the
readers feel as if the top of their heads had come
off and that their bodies are so frigid no fire
could warm it.
Poetry is something all students have liked
and hated at one time or another. Still, there is
something about poetry that tugs at the imagination and the heart strings in a way that no
other literary form can.
This semester the Liberty Champion is giving
faculty and student poets the chance to submit
their work for possible publication. As a sort of
introduction to this new feature, the Champion
interviewed some of the many professors and
students who write poetry. Why do they write
poetry?
LU English professor Dr. David Partie enjoys
both writing and reading poetry. His work has
been published in the 1993 Anthology of Poetry
Society ofVfrginia, A Poet's Domain and several
other literary collections. "I love language and
words and I like to see what kind of impact I can
make by using words that evoke the world
around me," said Partie.
His poem "Looking for Pebbles on Moonstone
Beach" is a tribute to his father, who took him
searching for pebbles when Partie was young.
In his poem, Partie suggests that his father
used these times on Moonstone Beach to teach
him about true quality and beauty.
Another LU English professor, Dr. Olga
Kronmeyer was one of the editors of the 1993
Anthology of Poetry Society of Virginia. Her
poems have won awards both locally and
abroad. Her favorite poet is Shakespeare. "If you
want to write well you must read Shakespeare,"
she advised. She also said that she thinks poets
who read Shakespeare have a better control of
syntax and are more willing to "experiment
(with their writing)."

7. Henpy Wadstaropth
Longfellow

8. Emily Dickinson
9. Christina Rosetti
10. fllfped, Lopd Tennyson
LEZAH CBOSBY/LlBEinY CHAMPION

IN THE CLASSROOM— Professor Paulsen teaches his students to appreciate poetry.
Victor is a student who recently started writing poetry. He enjoys it because. "I can express
my feelings better in poetry than I can when I
speak." Victor considers his poetry a gift from
God. "Many times when I am writing, it comforts me more than it would most who would
read it," he said. Langston Hughes and Edgar
Allan Poe are his two favorite poets. He said that
he finds he can relate to these two poets, and
that this allows him to truly appreciate their
work.
Douglas Kruhm, a junior, writes poetiy "to
keep a record of my thoughts as I progress mentally." Douglas writes for his own enjoyment
and self-expression. Poetiy allows him to sort
out the many thoughts whirling in his mind, he
said.
LU student George Meadows will be supervising a new section in the Champion for poetry,
called the Signature. Anyone wishing to be
involved can submit poems to the Champion
office for Meadows. He will review submissions
and choose one to run every other week.
George has had poems published in both his

Looking for Pebbles on Moonstone
Beach

high school literary magazine and the National
Poetry Society. George's favorite poem that he
has written is one about love entitled "Perfect
World." Writing poetry gives George the chance
to expose others to "a different facet of life that
they haven't experienced before."
Dr. Tim Paulsen, also a professor in the
English department, has had poetiy published in the Virginia English Bulletin, the
College Poetry Review and has published a
collection of h i s own works,
Semantic
Stallions. Paulsen is the head of a poetry club
at Liberty. He said that he chooses poetiy as
a means of expressing himself because,
"Poetry is like a stick of dynamite: a lot of
power in a very compact package."
So what should one look for in good poetry?
Strictly Shakespeare? All those asked seemed to
agree that good poetiy is concise, concrete and
powerfully affects the reader.
The above mentioned are just a few of the
many on our campus who write poetry. All others are encouraged to submit poems for the
reading pleasure of the student body.
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A Woman is not a Juicy Morsel
— Dr. Tim Paulsen
A woman is not a juicy morsel,
a perfect 10 in a 2-piece,
or 2 nice legs in 501 jeans.
A woman is not a fox,
a tiger, a pussy cat,
or a cuddly bear,
oman is not a jewel,
a treasure, a prize,
or a pearl of great price.
A woman is not a thing,
a body to caress, an animal in duress,
or property to possess.
A woman is a free flowing spirit,
more like an untamed, powerful,
changing wind,
than mere feminine flesh to hold or behold.
A woman is a spontaneous soul,
Meadows
an immortal presence to commune with,
not to subdue.
A woman is an invisible, incorruptible force,
who is, unfortunately usually only valued
for her corruptible temple.
For a woman is only a thing, to most men,
who value only what they can
devour, debase, or possessively desire,
while the real woman within
often dies unnoticed and unloved.

ft AIYMtira

— Dr. David Partie
For thirty years I watched him bend,
legs washed in waves,
sifting through pebbles on Moonstone Beach,
like a jeweler, filling his coffee cans
with mottled, marbled stones
that were lit by the glint of the sinking sun
slinging the flawed and lightless ones toward
He would try to lead his son along the beach
into the shadows where the surf
would fizz and foam around his feet;
"The spot to find the finest stones," he said.
Instead I would make pock marks
in the sea-drunk sand
toward the shriveled jellyfish,
Perfect World
the tangled ropes of purple seaweed
— George
that would pop between my fingers,
The sun is always shining.
The view is always good.
the bone-white driftwood
Life is always carefree,
sandpapered smooth by time.
In a perfect world.
I did not have his patience nor his expert eye
The
news of life and peace
to scrutinize the veins and contours of every stone
Are the headlines.
spilled from the Pacific.
The sounds of children laughing
Instead I would follow
Fill the playgrounds
the glide and swoop of gulls,
And dreams always come true,
fascinated by the shadow
In a perfect world.
of their wings against the sun,
The world isn't like that.
listening to their shrieks
Sometimes it rains, '
that filled the space between us.
Sometimes the view is obstructed,
For thirty years he also gathered well
And sometimes things go wrong.
the stones for the mosaic of his life.
People die and peace is a paradise lost,
Not all were gems, but I would often envy
Children cry
the home he built with equal parts
And dreams sometimes deceive.
But I know this —
of love and lumber,
It would be a perfect world
his bedrock character,
With you by my side.
and the canning jars on his mantlepiece,
full tofhpebbles
that once
rolled
Of
e
Night
Sky
across continents of waves into his hands.
— George Meadows
By the wind.
A friend of me
And every time
Once told
A star shoots
About the stars in the sky.
Across the heavens,
He said
A sight to behold,
That every point of light
It's a piece of a heart
Is a piece of a broken heart
That has found love again.
Scattered across the sky

poets In
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Enjoy writing poetry? Want to
see your name in print? The
Champion will be adding a poetry
corner that will run every other week
called tie ci^***&to If you would
like to be involved, submit poetry to
the Champion office on Monday afternoons by 4 p.m. George Meadows,
& $y*a&** editor, will read the
poems and submit one to the
Champion for publication.
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Australian/arm girl is Bliss for Lady Flames
By LAURELEI MILLER
Asst. Sports Editor

Bliss may mean happiness to some folks, but
Liberty basketball opponents see it as a scrappy
sheila, the Flames' danger from "down under."
A dribbling import from Australia, Kirstyn Bliss
adds size, spunk, depth and a foreign flair to the
Lady Flames lineup.
Hand-me-down genes are a significant part of this
freshman's uniform. There is no pro-basketball
league in Australia, but her mom played club-level
hoops. Her 19 and 16-year-old sisters both play basketball — the elder plays for the University of
Queensland and her dad was an exceptional football
player.
Living in Toowoomba, Australia, could have prevented Bliss from her basketball career. "I grew up
in a little country town and there was nowhere to
play basketball," Bliss said, "so I just used to shoot
around on arimin the backyard."
Bliss' home is on a farm where her family raises
crops and breeds catUe. Bliss said that she used to
have a horse named Commadore, a dog named

The
Bliss &*
Down " M X , /
Under
Dictionary

Minnie, chickens, pigs and other animals. She even hardest thing was that I'm really really close to my
remembers milking the cows when she was family, but everything happened so quick I didn't
younger. "It's really hard," she said, "You've gotta, have much time to think about it."
She knew that Americans drove on the opposite
like, squeeze really hard."
side
of the road, but she said that after Coach
Coming to Liberty has been an exciting experiReeves
picked her up from the airport, "I always
ence for the Aussie. She had always wanted to play
walked
to
the driver's side because I forgot."
for a college in America where she could get an eduBliss
spends
a lot of time with some other
cation, but the time never seemedright,and she didAustralian
mates
here at LU, especially ones on the
n't have any contacts.
tennis
team.
"Coach
thinks I spend more time on the
"I love the game (of basketball), but I never
tennis
courts
than
I do playing basketball," tne
thought I'd ever really have this kind of an opportufreshman
said
as
she
laughed. "They're like brothnity to play," Bliss said.
ers
to
me,"
she
added.
"When my grandfather died
For four years after her high school graduation,
(just
before
Christmas),
and I wanted to dirow the
she worked for a bank. Then, she had almost given
towel
in,
they
supported
me.
up her dream. She saw her sister get a big chance,
"It was weird to come halfway across the world to
but said, "I thought my chance was over and Uiat I
meet
great people from Australia who I would never
was still pretty raw," she said.
have
met
if I had stayed there."
When her friend Kelly came to play in the United
As
for
attending
Liberty, Bliss said that she felt
States, her coach asked if she knew of any other
extremely
welcomed
by all the friendly students.
Australian players who would be interested in makShe
loves
her
team
and
the teamwork that they dising the international jump. Kelly gave Kirstyn's
play.
Concerning
their
successful
season, she said,
name and number to her coach, who contacted
"We
couldn't
be
where
we
are
without
all 15 memReeves.
bers."
"I had no doubts about coming," Bliss said. "The

Technically Americans and
Australians speak the same
language — English. But the
English that Aussies speak
isn't the same language as
their American counterparts.
Here is sampling of some
Aussie sayings and their
American translations.

• loo/dunny — toilet
• G'day — hello
• fair dinkum — oh, really?
• bonnett - - hood
• chips — fries
• trunk — boot
• chooks — chickens
• bonza — cool
• lollies — candy
• mate — friend
• biscuits — cookies
• bloke — guy
• prawns— shrimp
• sheila — girl
• rock melon — cantaloupe • blue — fight
• key way — lane
• rubbish — trash
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THIS AIN'T MILKING COWS — Kirstyn Bliss, an
Australian farm girl, looks t o shoot against CSU.

Asheville finds a way over LU in second overtime period
The loss was Liberty's third this
season at the Vines Center.
The Flames missed chances In
others came off the bench and
hit some big baskets for us," the second OT. Aluma had a
Meyer said. "We have to keep attempt to tie the score at 64,
playing with structure In our but missed a layup from directly
offense in order to be successful underneath the basket. The 6-10
center believed It was a shot that
on the road late in the season."
On Feb. 10, LU erased a seven he should have made.
"IVe got to make (those types
point UNCA lead in the final five
minutes of regulation, only to fall of shots)," Aluma said.
With the Flames trailing by
in the second overtime. Josh
Pittman scored four of his 17 three points and 9.7 seconds
Larry
Jackson
points in the second extra period remaining,
to lead the Bulldogs to victory. missed an open three-pointer

Continued from Page 12
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NICE DISH — Larry Jackson
looks for the open man.

that would have sent the game
into the third extra session.
Jackson came off a screen,
received the ball left of the basket and fired a Jumper that
rimmed out.
Liberty had an opportunity to
put the game away in the first
overtime, but UNCA forward
Kevin Martin hit a shot falling
away along the baseline to tie the
score at 60 with one second left
to play. Martin drove from the
right baseline, drew contact and
threw up a high-arching shot

that swished through the net.
Aluma led all scorers In the
game with 22 points. Reed contributed 17, Including a clutch
three-pointer off the dribble late
in the second overUme.
According to Aluma, the loss
could act as an Inspiration for

the Flames as the regular season
nears its end.
"It's going to fire us up," Aluma
said. "It's a gut-check. I believe
we have the chance to come out
and play really hard. There is
something about losing that irks
this team."

CLEAN LUBE
SERVICE CENTER

10 Minute Oil Change
Wednesday Student/Faculty Day $4 Off
•
•
•
•

7 FREE DAYS
Plus 25% OFF your 1st lotion purchase with the
purchase of a 1 month package.
With this coupon. Not valid with any other
specials or offers. Offer expires 3/1/97.

I
I
I
J

SUN^J

18 point Inspection
Transmission Service
Tire Rotation
No A p p o i n t m e n t N e c e s s a r y
Hours: M-F 8:00-6:00
Sat 8:00-4:00
Visit NationsBank And Ask About Student Banking.
It's Cheaper Than A Shrink.

CLEAN LUBE
SERVICE
CENTER
OIL, L U B E , A N D FILTER

( >pcn ;i Student Banking account ;uid receive a cnu|H>u honk loaded
with saving's on food .mil e n t e r t a i n m e n t .

$21.95

A Place For Tanning
Timberlake Station
behind Papa John's

239-2000

Visit our Wards Road Banking Center:
2201 Wards Road
Lynchburg, VA
804-832-6410
NationsBank Corporation
Marvin Logan, Trish Strain and Peggy Callahan

rag. $25.95
(Up to 5 Quarts)
*Offergood only with coupon thru 2-11-97
'Coupon not good w/ any other promotion.

NationsBank
lubudiary

bank* a

mtmbtr*

FDIC © 1996 Nat

8503 T i m b e r l a k e R d . 237-5771

HIGH HONORS
is right!
(Jit a t him,
he'lltellp )

WJk

TOYOTA'S REMARKABLE RAV4

" . . . The RAV4, Which Corners Better, Rides More Smoothly And Feels
More Nimble Than Any SUV Made." -AutoWeek, June '96
"The RAV4 Is A Fun-Junkie's Dream Machine." -Car And Driver, April '96

RichMaclone...

only in the

Champion!

'N^y

"Toyota's New RAV4 Seems To Bridge The Cast Chasm Between Car And Truck. This
Little Wagon With Big Wheels Is A Car And A Truck." -Car And Driver, April %
"Rally-Car Performance, Camry-Like Quality"
-Car And Driver, July '96

There's More. Your RAV4 Can Be A 2-Door Or 4-Door, A Front-Wheel
Drive Or A4-Wheel Drive, On-Road Or Off-Road With Room For Up
To 5 And Cargo, Too.

TOYOTA RAV4 . . . I T S OUT THERE AT YOUR
<S5 TOYOTA
TOYOTA DEALER NOW!
Simply U& Best

1 love what you do for me

Page 10, Liberty Champion
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Tribe ties Flames on the ice
Continued from Page 12
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WHEELED — Steve Clark (No. 12)
moves the puck up the ice.

scored, Walyuchow, who finished with 53 saves,
showed his frustration and Joined Brent Martilla in the
locker room. Both were ejected for allowing their tempers to get the best of them.
Saturday night, the Flames improved slightly, but
were short two defensemen and were forced to play
with only three blue-liners for the entire night.
Leading the offense were Clark and Nicholson, who
scored two goals each. Tattrie and Andrew Barron also
scored for the Flames.
Walyuchow started in goal for the Flames but was
replaced at the end of the second period by Joe
Barrette. Both goalies played well, combining for 23

saves, but did not receive defensive support throughout
the game.
The game against the Tribe was one the team felt it
should have won. William & Mary currently resides
near the bottom of the league's standings.
Head coach Corrado Puglisi said Liberty did not look
like a playoff team this weekend.
"We were not disciplined, and our defense Just broke
down," Puglisi said. "We scrambled in our own zone
and weren't finishing our checks."
Puglisi added, "We can't blame our goalies — we Just
couldn't clear the puck."
The Flames are still headed for the playoffs, which
will be held in Charlottesville on March 1 and 2. It is
unknown who the team will face.

Defense, passing game drive ladies to 2 victories
Continued from page 12
"I'm taller than they are, and since
they were playing hands-down
defense, my three-pointers went right
over their hands," Klsseleva said.
Early in the second, Klsseleva
lobbed a beautiful pass to the edge of
the basket where Genie Stinnett was
ready and waiting to thread the
needle.

"My teammates remember that I
was always a point guard before,"
Klsseleva said, "and so I love passing
sometimes more than scoring."
For most of the opening period,
Liberty's floor-squad was Wilkersonless. Sarah committed her second
foul five minutes into the first and
warmed the bench until intermission. Approximately 60 seconds later,
Sharon left the game with an injured

shoulder.
Erin Wall, Genie Stinnett, Flori
Willie and Michelle Wyms stepped in
to compensate in the twins' absence.
The Lady Bucs found Liberty's
solid defense to be nearly impenetrable as the team sunk only 25 percent
of its field goals (16 percent from
behind the arc).
Thursday night, LU mauled the
last place UMBCRetrievers (3-21, 0-

12) 68-40.
Liberty sloughed through some
sloppy
ball-handling
and
21
turnovers to come out on top.
LU's ladies played like bandits In
the game, pilfering 17 steals. Each of
the Wilkersons swiped five.
Klsseleva lit up the scoreboard for
26 points and pulled down 12 boards
in the match. Sarah Wilkerson added
12 points.

Lacrosse team readies for 1997 season
By AMY BENNETT
Champion Reporter

With the hint of warm weather comes
the start of spring sports. For those who
are looking for something new and
action-packed to watch, the Liberty
lacrosse team is the answer.
Even though the team is young, it is
looking forward to a much improved season from last year. "We're looking pretty good this year, so far," said co-captain

Steve Perry. "It's a young team, with
inexperience, but hopefully that won't
stand in the way."
Jeremy Kourtright, first line attackman, will lead the offensive end with
Ryan Swisher and Brad Thomas also
helping score the goals.
The defense is solid and will be
anchored by senior goaltender Adam
Denholm. Kyle Brennon will serve as the
back-up keeper and will also play some
attack.

Among the many goals the team has is
the desire to win more than it loses. "The
main goal we have this year is one of finishing with a winning record," Perry said.
According to Perry, fan support has
been a problem for the lax team in the
past. The team hopes more fans will get
out to see it take on opponents.
All home games are played at the
CVCC field and are free. The first home
games will be March land 2 at 2 and 3 STUMBLIN' N* RUMBLIN' —
p.m. respectively.
The lacrosse team at practice.
BOB G r m x / LIBERTY CHAMPION

Intramural Sports program prepares to
kick off spring semester with tourney
In the tournament will be the
Belcher Boys, the champion fromlast season. The Boys finished
Wannabe athletes, it is time to third In the Nike Flag Football
get back into shape. The spring Championships In November.
Intramural calendar is shaping
Matt Walls, Eric Smith and
up. Things will kick-off with a Sean Ramsey all were named to
seven-on-seven flag football tour- the Nike All-Tournament team.
nament to be held at Williams The Belcher Boys have won the
Stadium on Feb. 21-22. The last three flag football champigames will run from 3 p.m. to 1 onships at Liberty.
a.m. Feb. 21 and 8 a.m. to midNot only will there be action on
night Feb. 22.
the gridiron, but the rest of the
Among the teams participating spring sports will be tapping off in

By RICH MACLONE
Sports Editor

the early spring.
Floor hockey is scheduled to
start on March 3, and softball
hits the diamond on March 24.
Flve-on-flve basketball tips off on
April 7.
IMS also plans to put on a slam
dunk contest March 17, and the
office is planning a contest to
determine the top IMS team on
campus. The winner will be determined by a point system according to how well the teams did in
each individual sport.

Cox conquers
Clemson; Deem
2nd at
By KERRY RODRIGUEZ
Champion Reporter

The Liberty track and field team ran hard this weekend, making appearances at meets at the University of
North Carolina Chapel Hill Invitational and the
Clemson Invitational.
The races started Friday night at UNC. In the
women's 400-meter dash Holly Deem (1:00.05)
placed second of 25. Jaqauy Reid (1:00.79) and
Jeannie Miller (1:02.20) took fourth and fifth.
In the women's 200m, Andra Samuel (26.677) ran
away with the number one slot Miller (27.035) and
Reid (27.115) also claimed third and fourth.
Finishing up for the women, Naomie Elgin placed
eighth in the long jump with a leap of 17 feet, two and
one-quarter inches.
In the men's 400m, Marlon Tanner (52.58) raced his
way to a fifth-place finish.
Going down one state to South Carolina, the
Clemson meet was underway. Josh Cox (4:15.97),
once again clinched the first place finish in the one
mile. Chris McGregor made the 3000m look easy as
he claimed second place (8:19.50).
The men's 4x400m relay team placed second with a
time of 3:22.25. In the 400m dash, Carlton McDuffie
(48.48) captured third place. Finishing up for the men,
Drew Ellenburg (1:56.86) placed fourth.
For the ladies, Laura Gosselin (2:18.45) stole third
place in the 800m. In the 400m, Kay Chandler (59.00)
sped on to a third place finish.
Moving back up to UNC, the field events finished
Saturday morning. Anna Kate Jarman finished fifth in
both the women's triple jump (34-0 3/4) and high
jump (5-21/4). In the men's pole vault, Michael
Prettyman (15-9) took fifth.

INTEGRITY.
RIVER RIDGE AUTO
Free Towing for L. U. Faculty & Students If

Serving the Lynchburg area since 198"

Work Is Done In Our Shop

* BODY WORK
Painting
Touch Ups
Air Brushing
Pin Striping
* DETAILING

Washing
Waxing
Buffing
Interiors
Motors

«i*ww«$

* MECHANICAL
Engine Repair
Tune Ups
Oil & Lube
Alignment ;,
REMISSION
Emission Control
Exhaust
Muffler

" TRUST is important to you when choosing a shop to
repair or service your car. When you place your trust in
us, our INTEGRITY is on the line! Keeping our word is
important to us. That's why QUALITY and SERVICE are
centerpiece to our commitment to you.

237-3111

Vito & Beverly

DeMonte

Beside LIBERTY'S Railroad Entrance

Flyin'

siam-

Car

ction!

Be a part of all the action. The Liberty Champion will publish a special
broadsheet edition devoted entirely to the Big South tournament on
February 25, 1997.
Get all the stats and standings.

Get Your Car Ready
For Spring Break!

Big South. Get it in The Champion.

The Liberty Champion

Special Car Care Edition
March 4, 1997
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Harris Teeter

413JEJ

Your Neighborhood Food Market

Sale Begins Wednesday, February 19,1997
Rebounding
Name-Team
rpg
Steele. Chad-Wlnthrop
8.8
Ingram. Maurice CCU
8.8
Green, Isaac-UMBC
8.3
Gilbert. Urry-UNCG
7.9
Lasslter.Todd-Winthrop
7.8
Assists
Name-Team
apg
McPherson, Errol-CSU
6.0
Walker, Anthony-Radford
5.5
Nix, Derrick- UNCO
5.5
White, nfarcus-Liberty
S.2
Waterman, Tyson- Wlnthrop
4.5
Steals
Name-Team
spg
Larrtck, Brett-Charleston So.
2.3
Plttman, Josh- UNCA
2.1
McPherson, Errol-Charleston So.
2.1
White, Afarcus- Liberty
3.0
Martin, Kevin- UNCA
1.8
Field Goal Percentage
Name-Team
FG%
Bowens, Eric- Radford
.595
Aluma, Peter- Liberty
.533
Plttman, Josh- UNCA
.503
Davis, Jeremy- UNCO
.483
Larrtck, Brett-CSU
.449

liberty 17 ( Sa. Wllkerson 7). Turnovers- CSU 21 (
Weng 7), Liberty 15 ( Klsseleva 4). Total FoulsCSU 21, Liberty 16. Technical Fouls- none. AtL
755.

Scores
MSB's o . m r .
liberty (66)
Sorensen 4-5 3-4 11, Reed 2-10 7-8 11, Aluma
5-7 3-5 13, White 3-6 0-0 7, Jackson 4-12 0-0 9,
Boykln 0-0 O-O 0, Allison 0-0 O-O 0, Hopkins 0-0
1-2 1, Grahnm 3-6 2-6 9, Hall 0-0 0-0 0, Caldwell
2-3 0-1 5, OJorgjevski 0-0 0-0 0. Totals 23-49 1626 66.
Coastal Carolina (SO)
Avery 3-12 7-9 15, Hlnton 2-2 0-0 4, Ingram 27 0-2 4, Smith 0-4 2-2 2, Dupre' 2-6 0-0 6,
Shannon 1-3 0-0 3, Smith 0-4 2-2 2, Orant 0-0
0-0 0, Haynes 0-0 0-0 0, McOee 2-3 1-4 5, King
3-9 2-2 9, Paige O-O 0-0 0. Totals 15-50 14-21
50.
HaKUme- liberty 30, CCU 28. Fouled outUberty-none, CCU 1 (Dupre% Three-point field
goals- liberty 4-16 (White 1-2), CCU 6-21
(Dupre' 2-5). Rebounds- liberty 33 (Reed 6), CCU
35 (Avery 5). Assists - Liberty 12 (White 4), CCU
10 (Dupre' 3). Turnovers- Liberty 12 (Reed 3),
CCU 17 (Smith 4). Totals fouls- Liberty 19, CCU
21. Technical fouls- none. Att 1,354.

UMBC(40)
Damann 6-11 0-0 13, Boyd 1-5 1-2 3, Logan 411 1-49, MAnzl 1-2 2-2 4, Brown 1-30-0 3,
McDevitt 3-5 0-1 6, Davles 0-1 0-0 0, Hampton 110-0 2, Doyle 0-5 0-0 0. Totals 17-44 4-9 40.
liberty (68)
Klsseleva 9-18 6-7 26, Wall 0-3 0-0 0, Willie 22 0-2 4, Sa. Wllkerson 1-5 3-6 6, Sh. Wllkerson 59 1-2 14, Ratellff 0 -1 0-0 0, Bint* 1-3 0-0 2,
Stinnett 1-4 0-0 2, Bowdoln 0-0 0-0 0, Jess 2-4 46 8, Bliss 1-2 0-0 2, Wyms 0-1 2-2 2, Bateman 00 2-2 2. Totals 22-52 18-27 68.
Halftlme- UMBC 19, Liberty 29. Fouled outnone. Three point field goals- UMBC 2-10 (Brown
1-2), Liberty 6-18 (Sh. Wllkerson 3-4). ReboundsUMBC 22 (Boyd 5), Liberty 42 (Klsseleva 12).
Assists- UMBC 8 (Damann 3), Liberty 15 (Sa.
Wllkerson 7). Turnovers- UMBC 23 (Damann 7),
liberty 21 (Sa. Wllkerson 7). Total fouls- UMBC
18, liberty 16. Technical fouls - none. AtL 653.

Standings

UNC-Ash»Ule (68)
Martin 5-10 2-4 12, Stevenson 7-8 3-3 17,
Lommerse 3-6 0-0 6, Matthews 2-8 4-4 8,
Plttman 6-17 5-7 17, KrlegerO-0 0-0 0, Rlcherson
3-5 0-0 8, Flowers 0-2 0-0 0, de Haan 0-0 0-0 0.
Totals 26-56 14-18 68.
liberty (65)
Sorensen, 1-7 2-2 4, Reed 6-9 0-0 17, Aluma 918 4-7 22, White 2-9 1-2 5, Jackson 2-10 0-0 5,
Boykln 0-0 0-0 0, Caldwell 3-7 0-0 8, hopklns 0-0
0-2 0, Graham 2-3 0-1 4, Lugo 0-0 0-0 0. Totals
25-63 7-14 65.
Halftlme- UNCA 26, Liberty 29. Fouled outUNCA-none, Liberty 1( White). Three point Held
goals- UNCA 2-9 ( Rlcherson 2-2), Liberty 8-27 (
Reed 5-8). Rebounds - UNCA 38 ( Martin 10),
liberty 36 ( Sorensen 11). Assists- UNCA 17 (
Lommerse 5), Liberty 20 (White 7). TumoversUNCA 18 ( Marltn 8), Liberty 20 (White 5). Total
fouls- UNCA 13, liberty 16. Technical foulsnone. Att 4527.

Men's Basketball Standings-Big South Conference
Conference
Overall
1. UNC-AshevlUe
9-3
15-9
3 . Liberty
8-3
1S-8
3. Charleston So.
7-5
14-10
4. Radford
7-5
13-11
5. UNC Greensboro
6-6
10-17
6. Coastal Carolina
5-6
10-13
4-8
11-13
7. Wlnthrop
1-11
3-20
8. UMBC

Women's Oames
Charleston Southern (48)
Steadman 5-12 7-8 17, Weng 1-3 0-0 2,
Sanford 2-110-14, Dleterlen 3-16 0-0 8, Taylor
3-12 2-3 9, Blondal 0-2 0-0 0, Dodson 0-10-0 0,
Wene 1-5 0-0 2. Szoke 0-2 0-0 0. Shevenock 3-7
0-0 6. Totals 18-71 9-13 48.
liberty (66)
Klsseleva 9-20 6-9 27, Wall 2-8 2-2 6, Willie 0-2
1-2 1, Sa. Wllkerson 4-8 0-0 9, Sh. Wllkerson 2-6
1-5 5, Ratellff 0-0 0-0 0, Blntz 0-3 2-2 2, Stinnett
2-5 0-1 5, Bowdoln 0-0 0-0 0, Jess 0-2 0-0 0,
Bliss 2-5 2-4 6, Wyms 2-2 1-2 5, Bateman 0-0 00 0. Totals 23-61 15-27 66.
Halftlme- CSU 18, liberty 28. Fouled outnone. Three point field goals- CSU 3-19 (
Dleterlen 2-11), Liberty 5-12 ( Klsseleva 3-4).
Rebounds- CSU 52 ( Dleterlen 10), liberty 48 (
Klsseleva 6). Assists- CSU 14 (Dleterlen 7).

VXimen's Basketball Standings-Big South Conference
Conference Overall
1. UNC Greensboro
11-1
16-6
2. Charleston Southern 8-3
12-10
3. Liberty
8-3
18 5
4. UNC-AshevWe
6-6
12-12
5. Radford University
6-fl
10-14
6. Wlnthrop University 5-7
7-16
7. Coastal Carolina
3-8
7-16
8. UMBC
0-13
3-22

ISC leaders
Men's leader*
Scoring
Name-Team
Plttman, Josh-UNC-AshevUle
Larrtck, Brett-Charleston So.
McPherson, Erro-Charleston So.
Aluma, Peter- liberty
Waterman, Tyson- Wlnthrop
Bowens, Eric- Radford
Walker, Anthony- Radford
Martin, Kevin- UNC-Ashevllle
Hourrultiner, R - Charleston So.
Avery, Ben- Coastal Carolina

PP(5
18.5
18.2
18.1
16.1
15.9
15.2
14.5
14.2
13.8
13.5

2 Liter

MtaDew,
RspeiOr
PlspsiCola
In Oil
Or Water

Women's Leaders
Scoring
Name-Team
ppg
KisseleiHi.Elena- Liberty
18.7
WUkerson,Sharan Liberty
17.0
Oiffln, Vlckl-UNC-Ashevllle
16.3
Ooodson, Mellnda-UNCO
16.0
Taylor. Joy-Charleston So.
14.8
Damann. Kendra-UMBC
13.8
Dleterlen, Wendy-Charleston So.
13.1
Churchill, Jennlfer-Winthrop
13.0
Vlverette, Rebecca-UNCG
12.6
Ochs.Sadie-UNCG
12.3
Rebounding
Name-Team
rpg
Logan, Monica-UMBC
10.9
Luebbers, Meredlth-CCU
10.2
Sanford, Kate-CSU
9.6
Goodson, Mellnda-UNCG
7.5
Weng. Beth-CSU
7.3
Assists
Name-Team
apg
Luebbers, Meredlth-CCU
5.4
Wllkerson, Sarah- Liberty
8.1
Halrston. Klm-Radford
4.3
Hill,Emily-UNCA
3.7
Castle Jennlfer-Winthrop
3.7
Steals
Name-Team
spg.
Witkerson,sharon -Liberty
3.6
Hill, Emily- UNCA
3.0
WlUcerson, Sarah-Liberty
3.6
Goodson, Mellnda-UNCG
2.3
Luebbers, Meredlth-CCU
2.2
Fend Goal Percentage
Name-Team
FG%
Goodson, Mellnda-UNCG
.604
Sanford, Kate- CSU
.554
Vlverette.Rebecca-UNCG
.544
Bredlger. Biz-UNCG
.529
WlUcerson, Sharon-Liberty
.467

Chicken Of The Sea

Honey Nut

Tuna

Cheerios

2

14 OZ.

Soz.
FOR
Banquet Frozen

Fried
Chicken

Healthy Choice

Franks Or
Sausage

Single Wrap

Borden
Cheese Food

Selected
Varieties
,m,..M JL J*V fi^Jr K+J J L JBL

Frozen

Hours:
8 am - 4:30 pm
Monday-Friday
Deadline:
4:30 p.m.
8 days prior to
publication

$ 3 . 0 0 - 1st 15 words

Special Student
Faculty Rate:

2 0 0 each word over 15

$ 2 . 0 0 - 1st 15 words

Open Rates:

1 0 0 each word over 15

Reg.
Calcium Rich

Harris Teeter <£X^e 7 Q *
Orange Juice
12 oz. m M
Plain, Blueberry Or
Cinnamon Raisin 120a
Harris Teeter Bagels_

•SPRING BREAK '97* $30 CREDIT
$15 CHECK, FUN AND SUN! IN
THE HOTTEST DESTINATIONSFREE PARTIES!!!
ORGANIZE
GROUP AND TRAVEL FREE, LOWEST PRICE GUARANTEE FR: $99,
FREE
INFO:
1-800-426-7710,
WWW.SUNSPLASHTOURS.COM

FREE T-SHIRT
+ $1000
Credit Card fundraisers for fraternities,
sororities & groups. Any campus organization can raise up to $1000 by earning a whopping $5.00/VISA application. Call 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65
Qualified callers receive FREETSHIRT

BEST PART TIME JOB IN LYNCHBURG- Telemarketers needed, excellent wages. Up to $6.50 per hr. Plan
your own schedule, min. 3 days,
$6.00, 4 days, $6.50 per hr.
Transportation available, van leaves
DeMoss bid., 5:10 daily. Great hours
for students. Mon-Fri, 5:30 to 9 p.m.,
Sat., 10:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. Call 5821583
or
582-1587.
B&B
Presentations, 523 Leesville Rd.,
Lynchburg, VA 24502.

C AMI'S
In the Blue Ridge M o u n t a i n s of

CAROLINA

k^DAL^/CHOSATONGA
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President's Choice 100%
100% Cranberry ^ ^ W 9 9
Juice
4So* •
Low Eat
*99
ice
10.4 oz.

Call: (804) 582-2128

16 Inch

Italian C o m b o

Champion Special: 4 0 % off after first run of ads with 3 or more runs.
**Rates only applies to local or student/faculty

NORTH

12 oz.

14 oz.

JR. JE_

rem tot*

Seeking STAFF with deep
commitment to CHRIST.
Cooks. "Rock Climbing. Horseback
Mountain Hiking. Tennis. 'Riding.
White Water Canoeing.
Swimming. Field Sports. Arts.
Backpacking. A \ 0 R £ .

2500 Morgan Mill Rd, Brevard
NC 28712 • (704) 884-6834

EDUCATION AND
RESEARCH
FOUNDATION

$ Earn Extra Money $
PSORIASIS STUDY: Males &
Females, Age 21-65 who have
been diagnosed with psoriasis and
have a current active case.
Females of childbearing potential
are excluded from this study. 9
visits over 12 week period.
STUDY PAYS $200
FOOT STUDY: Males (Shoe 7-1/2
or Size 12 only) Females (Shoe
size 5-1/2 or Size 10 only) Ages
15-55 who have arch, heel, leg,
knee or back discomfort due to a
certain foot condition to test an
innersole in your shoes. 3 to 4 visits over 2 weeks.
STUDY PAYS $60
FOOT STUDY: MEN ONLY, Age
18+, weight between 160-180 lbs.
with a shoe size of 9-1/2. 10. 101/2 to test an insole in shoes provided for 4 days. 9 visits over 2
weeks
STUDY PAYS $80
SHAVE STUDY: Males, Age 1865 who are wet shavers (shave at
least 5 times per week.) 28 visits
over 4 weeks. CALL IMMEDIATELY FOR MORE DETAILS.
STUDY PAYS $200
COSMETIC STUDY: Females,
Age 18-45 to test a moisturizer. 3
visits: Tuesday, 1/28/97, Tuesday,
2/18/97, and Mondays 3/14/97
between the hours 2:30-4 pm or 45:30 pm.
STUDY PAYS $40
CALL 847-5695
2602 Langhorne Road (Across
from EC. Glass High School)
Hours: Mon-Fri. 9-5

Recreation
Coordinator-Seeking
outgoing individual that is organized
and has great oral and written communication skills to plan, implement and
evaluate a comprehensive recreation
program for a full facility summer
resort. Must have a positive customer
service attitude and be able to motivate
participants. Weekend work required.
Computer literacy and some food service background is preferred. For
Information or application contact:
John S. Meister, General Manager
804-332-6672.

For Sale
2 BR mobile home, 10 x 60, new gas
furnace & floor, good condition, asking
$4,000, must sell, call 385-4095.

III r v i c j j |
COLLEGE
FINANCIAL
AIDStudent services profiles over
200,000+ individual scholarships,
grants, loans, and fellowships-from
private & government funding
sources. A MUST FOR ANYONE
SEEKING FREE MONEY FOR
COLLEGE! 1-800-263-6495 Ext.
F53443 (We are a research and publishing company)

NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENTWork in America's National Parks,
Forests, & Wildlife Preserves. Our
materials uncover rewarding opportunities in the outdoors. Call: 1-206971-3620 ext. N53441 (We are a
research & publishing company)

CRUISE & l.AND-TOUR EMPLOYMENT- Industry offers Travel
(Hawaii, Mexico, Caribbean), imcomparable benefits, & good pay. Find out
how to start the application process
now! Cruise Employment Services
provides the answers. Call 800-2764948 ext. C53443 (We are a research
& publishing company)

Remember,
Wfe Have All Of Your School
and Dorm Supply Needs~
Notebooks, Fens, Pencils. _
Cleaning Products
' /
And More!
?/The Freshest Produce
White

Seedless
Grapes _

-Lb.

I

• 4* California
*9 Navel
Oranges.

4/fOO
ib.

m

The Best Deli/Bakery Around
Hormel
Fresh
Boxed Fresh

Boiled
Ham
(35%
Vteter
Added)

Freshly
Sliced l b
Order

Muenster
Cheese

Glazed
Donuts

Freshly
Sliced l b
Order

Prices in Thie Ad Effective Tuesday, February 16, Through, Tuesday, February 2 5 . 1 9 9 6 In Our Lynchburg Stores
Only. We Reserve I he Right To Limit Quantities. None Sold To Dealers. We Gladly Accept Federal Food Stamps.

Tuesday, February 18, 1997

P.igv 12. Liberty Champion
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Reeves, team establish
standards for victories
Win No. 8 3 etches
coach in record book
By LAURELEI MILLER
Asst. Sports Editor

The Lady Flames basketball
team has been breaking
records like they were Marriott
dishes — and the season isn't
over yet.
Saturday's victory over
Charleston
Southern chalked
TBO WootroRD / LautTT CHAMPION
up Head Coach Rick Reeves'
WAY TO GO — Lady Flames Head Coach
83rd win, making him the
Rick Reeves oversees his team's win over most winning coach in the
CSU on Saturday night. Reeves set the LU history of LU women's basketwomen's record fin: wins by a coach.
ball.

Thursday night, Liberty's
ladies demolished UMBC 68-40
to win their 17th game of the
year. That victory put the team
over the mark of the 1991-92
squad as it set the record for
most wins in a season.
For Reeves, this is the third
time that his team has set a
season-win record. He thought
that the record would be broken, but he commented, "I didn't think we'd do it so quickly."
He added, "I'm paying back all
those people who believed in

me and encouraged me, even
through the rough years."
If anyone else can truly
appreciate the significance of
the most wins record it would
be the survivors of last year's
abysmal season; at 5-22 it was
one of the Lady Flames' worst
ever finishes.
"I knew this was going to be
the year; this had to be the
year," senior Genie Stinnett
said, "But I had no idea that it
would be this great."
"It's such a blessing to be on
this team," Junior Flori Willie
said. "For me, it's one of the
greatest feelings IVe ever had.
It's probably one of the winningest seasons IVe ever been
a part of."

Junior Erin Wall attributes
much of the Flames' success
to the team's united commitment to God. "When you go
through a losing season, you
realize that a lot of things had
to change," she said.
"We've really dedicated this
season to the Lord," Reeves
said. "In year's past, it wasn't
a whole team as a unit... but
this team is sincerely devoted
to the Lord."
The first record that the
Flames broke this season was
Dec. 7, 1996, in the Lady
Flames Classic when Elena
Kisseleva smashed LU's most
points in a game mark with 38
against the University of
Akron.

Men's balanced attack
proves too much for CCU
By RICH MACLONE
Sports Editor

The LU men's basketball
team allowed Coastal Carolina
to smell victory for a half. But
Liberty's defense cut off the
Chants' nose in the second
stanza, propelling the Flames to
a 66-50 victory Feb. 15 before
1,354 fans in Conway, S.C. The
win came on the heels of LU's
biggest heart-breaker of the
season, a 68-65 double-overtime loss to UNC Asheville on
Feb. 10.
The victory leaves the Flames
one win away from clinching at
least a tie for the' second seed in
the Big South Conference tournament The Flames trail UNCA
(15-9,9-3) by one-half game in
the conference standings. The
Bulldogs hold the tie-breaker
over the Flames, winning both
head-to-head contests.
Coastal Carolina (10-13, 5-6
Big South) hung tough into the
second half. The Chants cut
LU's lead to 39-37 with 13 minutes to play before the Flames
took over. The Flames (18-8, 83) inserted a strangling defense
that allowed CCU only 13

points after that point. The
Chanticleers shot a horrid 23
percent from the field in the
second half.
"Our defense was at the top of
its game tonight," LU Head
Coach Jeff Meyer said. "Especially in the second half. They
cut the lead down and then our
team defense took over and created opportunities for our
offense."
LU center Peter Aluma led
Liberty's offensive attack with
13 points and three rebounds.
Aluma also rejected four shots
on the defensive end. Forwards
Mark Reed and Erik Sorensen
each scored 11.
CCU was led by forward Ben

Avery, who scored 15 points. No
other Chanticleer was able to
score in double-figures.
Liberty also received some
quality playing time from its top
reserves. Walter "Boo" Graham
had one of his best games of the
season with nine points and
five rebounds in 11 minutes.
Graham also swatted away two
CCU shots and dished out two
assists. Gabe Caldwell hit two
of three shots from the floor for
five points in 17 minutes on the
floor.
Meyer appreciated the effort
that his bench contributed.
"Caldwell, Graham and (some)
See Asheville, Page 9

Tourney goes on-line
For those of you who can not get enough Big South
Tournament information — you have been appeased. The
Lynchburg News & Advance will open a web site Feb. 24 to
cover the tourney. Information will be updated daily through*
out the dash to the Big Dance.
The Big South website can b e accessed at:
www.newsadvance.com/BigSouth/main.htm.
The page will consist of a clickable tournament bracket that
connects to game stories and background about the Various
teams.
—
RichMaclone

MATT CUPA / LKERTT ClAMROH

ALLEY-BOO — Walter "Boo" Graham s l a m s h o m e an alley-oop
p a s s from Marcus White during LU's l o s s t o UNCA Feb. 1 0 .

Kisseleva's 27 leads way over CSU
By LAURELEI MILLER
Asst. Sports Editor

M m BrciGMTs / LOEBTT Cujmnat

BURDEN TO SHOULDER — Sharon Wilk
erson injured her left shoulder against CSU
and may be out for the rest of the year.

In a clash of the top two defenses
In the Big South, Liberty trounced
Charleston Southern 66-48 Saturday night at the Vines Center. The
Lady Flames also picked up a conference win earlier in the week over
UMBC.
The Flames (18-5, 8-3 Big South)
dominated CSU (12-10, 8-3)
throughout the game. From Erin
Wall's initial lay-up Just as 10 seconds had ticked off the clock, to Julie
Blntz' charity stripe contributions at
the close, LU held the lead.
Liberty ran the floor hard, keeping
up its trademark last-paced running
game that has left opponents in the
dust all season.
To kindle the fire in the opening five
minutes of the contest, LU's ladles

Vines to host big H.S. tourney
Some of the best high school basketball talent in the country will be on display at the Vines Center Feb, 21-22 In
the Hill City Shootout
Among the teams playing in the tournament is Mt Zton Christian School
(Durham, N.C.). The Mighty Warriors are
currenUy ranked No. 2 In the country by
USA Today.
Other teams featured in the tourney
will be Oak Hill Academy and
Greensboro Christian.
Perhaps the most intriguing story of
the tournament will be the play of Mt
Zlon forward Tracy McGrady, The 6-9
phenom from Auburndale, Fla., Is currently averaging more than 27 point*
and nine rebounds per game .
McGrady hopes to follow In the footsteps of Kevin Garneti, Kobe Bryant and
Jermalne O'Netl and forgo college basketball In favor of a career in the NBA

According to experts, McGrady Is projected to be a mid-first-round selection If
he does Indeed apply for the NBA draft,
McGrady believes he can make it in the
pro ranks. He told Sports Rlustmled that
he Is confident about his prospects of
playing as a pro. 1 think I have the potential to make It in the NBA" McGrady told
SI "And 111 go if I'm a top-15 pick. I want
to get paid to play so I can help out my
mom and grandmother.''
Although McGrady has good intentions for wanting to forgoe his college eli
glbllity, NBA experts believe he may be
making a mistake.
Golden State Warriors General
Managei Dave Twarddk told SI he thinks
McGrady should think twice. "Would
McGrady be making a mistake by coming
out now? Absolutely," Twardzik said.
— Rich Maclone

sprang out to a 13-2 advantage. The
Lady Buccaneers answered with an
11-5 run to bring the gap within five
at 18-13 LU. Neither team really
found an offensive groove in the first
Liberty carried a 10 point lead into
the locker room despite shooting Just
29 percent from the floor.
Elena Kisseleva muscled through
CSU's guards to bucket 27 points for
the night Running the hardwood for
all but four minutes of the match,
she netted three of four from threepoint range and nailed nine of 20
overall In the game.
"I Just have to Jump straight up
and down, and I usually make my
shots," Kisseleva said. "It's when I
start to lean that they don't fall In."
What is her secret to deciphering
one of the league's best defenses?

Frosh's year in jeapordy
The Lady Flames' starting lineup could be minus one
Wllkerson. Sharon Wllkerson suffered a potentially season-ending shoulder injury in the first half of LUs victory over CSU Feb. 15. "(My shoulder) popped out when
1 dove, and then It popped back in," she said.
Wllkerson returned to the court and played through
the pain for 11 minutes of the second half but scored
Just three points for a game total of five.
"1 didn't come back in the second and play 100 percent," Sharon said, "I only played about 50 percent"
The severity of the injury is uncertain, but without
their No. 2 scorer, the Flames could lace an additional
challenge in its quest for the conference title.
"She may have played her last ball game of the year
— we don't know," Coach Rick Reeves said. "You've
almost got to shoot her with a gun to keep her off the
court," he added, "but we don't want to let her do anything that will hurt her or jeopardize her health."

See Defense, Page 10
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Flames fall to lowly Hampton;
squeak out tie with Tribe on ice
By JENNA CANTWELL
Champion Reporter

Despite receiving adequate
offense, the Flames hockey
team did not provide enough
defensive support over the
weekend.
The team lost a heartbreaker to Hampton Roads
Friday night (7-6) and tied
William & Mary at six on
Saturday night This drops
LU's final record to 11-4-2
for the regular season and
backs the team Into a playoff
spot.
Offensively, the Flames
were led Friday night by

Scott Meyer, who finished
the game with two goals and
an assist. Other scorers
Included Steve Clark, Kirk
Handy, Neil Nicholson and
Andrew Tattrie.
Trailing 2-0, the Flames
scored three straight goals,
only to be tied ten seconds
later. From that point on,
Hampton
Roads
played
catch-up, returning a goal of
its own for every goal the
Flames scored.
"We scored a lot, but we
Just weren't clicking," Tattrie
said. "We could've done much
better defensively."
In the linal minute, the

Flames, who were shorthanded, could not clear the
puck out of the zone, allowing Hampton Roads to get
their own rebounds and continue firing at goalie Corey
Walyuchow.
With 2.7 seconds remaining, Walyuchow was beat
after making a series of great
saves.
"We Just didn't come out
ready to play hockey,"
Walyuchow said.
"We
weren't In condition, physically or mentally."
After the final goal was
See Tribe, Page 10

Rich
Maclone

Just some
thoughts
It looks like O.J. Simpson is
going to have to cut back on
his expenses. Perhaps the
Juice will have to start making tee times at his local
miniature golf course. I find it
ironic that the punitive damages awarded by the court
($25 million) is roughly 20
percent of what Shaqullle
O'Neal's contract is worth. I
guess human life isn't worth
what It used to be.
... Speaking of Shaq-Fu, did
anyone else notice that he
was absent from the halftime
spectacular at the NBA AllStar game? Shaq should
never have been invited in the
first place. He is not one of the
top 50 players of all time. The
reason he was on the list is
due more to potential than
what he's done. Isn't that like
going to the bank and trying
to make a withdrawl on interest that has yet to accumulate?
... Let me get this straight,
Albert Belle has thrown balls
at a photographer and fans,
chased trick-or-treaters off
his lawn, knocked out a second baseman and allegedly
placed Illegal bets on sports
— Including baseball. The
name Pete Rose ring a bell?
So much for the kinder, gentler Albert Belle.
... Remember the guy who
hit the $1 million field goal at
halftime of the Pro Bowl? It
seems he's been offered a tryout for the new New York
Arena Football League team.
Rumor has it he was also
offered a tryout by two NFL
teams. If he can't cut it, I
think I might know someone
who could kick a few balls for
them — Dennis Rodman.
... It is almost that time
again. March Madness is
right around the corner. If I
had to pick a Big South men's
final now, I am leaning toward
a Ltberty-UNC Greensboro rematch. Don't be too surprised
if you see the same two
schools square off in the
womens finale as well.
Believe it or not, I am not
picking the Flames to win
either the mens or womens
National Championships. I'm
leaning towards Wake Forest
over Kansas in the men's
championship and Connecticut over Georgia on the
women's side.
One last LU B-ball note;
Jason Allison has changed
his name to some crazy symbol that is a cross between a
pedestrian sign and a triangle. This explains why the
player formerly known as
Jason Allison does not have
his name on the back of his
Jersey.
... Will Bill Parcells turn the
J e t s Into a winner? Yes. Will
he make them a champion?
No. Will he be missed In New
England? Yes and no. Pats
fans are angry at the Tuna for
leaving, not because they feel
betrayed, but because they
lost the best coach In team
history. Op a personal note,
yes, the tears have dried since
the Super Bowl.
... Boys and girls, make
sure you get out and pick up
your tickets for the Big South
tournament. 1 haven't looked
forward to a weekend of basketball like this one in a long
time. It could have something
to do with It being my senior
year and all. I want to go to
the Dance. I'm working on my
Macarena, Train and Jig as
we speak.

